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Superior training facility with audiovisual recording of practice sessions to facilitate learning.
Computerized Polygraph Equipment – four types – available for training.

Comprehensive curriculum and training patterned after that of the U.S. Federal Government.
Senior professional staff using effective training methods.
o
o
o
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o
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619 HWY 138 West
Stockbridge, GA 30281
770-960-1377

Charles E. (Chuck) Slupski (Federal, State & Private experience)
Robbie Frederick ( Retired Police/ Private Experience)
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WILLIAM J. YANKEE MEMORIAL SCHOLARSHIP SELECTION
COMMITTEE STANDARD OPERATING PROCEDURES
I. Each year, within six months following election of APA Board members,
the President shall appoint a committee to be charged with recommending
to the APA Board of Directors one person who has properly applied to be
awarded the William J. Yankee Memorial Scholarship.
II. The selection committee, one of whom shall serve as chairperson appointed
by the President shall consist of at least three members in good standing
to be responsible for the selection of an awardee for the scholarship. The
awardee shall be chosen by the committee from among those persons
who have properly applied for the Yankee scholarship as outlined under
Appendix A.
III. Scholarship selection guidelines
i. The committee shall select from those who have applied for the
scholarship one person who has a declared and sincere interest
in being trained to become a polygraph examiner and who in the
committee’s view has a background and interests that are likely to
lead to positive contributions to the APA and to the professional
interests of APA members which will be demonstrated by experience
in research, public relations, legislative affairs, teaching, or other
similar areas.
ii. The selected candidate will have shown through an essay how
his or her interests, experiences and use of training as a polygraph
examiner will lead to contributions to the polygraph testing
profession or the fields of credibility assessment, interviewing,
interrogation, screening processes or related areas.
a. Candidates shall meet all criteria specified in the APA operational policy
(Appendix A).
b. The selection committee choice of a scholarship awardee shall be by
majority vote.
c. If in any year the selection committee determines that no applicant meets
the desired characteristics, the scholarship shall not be awarded.
d. The selection committee shall not consider a candidate’s race, gender,
nationality, religion, or age to be a determining factor in the selection of an
awardee.

4
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Appendix A.
William J. Yankee Memorial Scholarship Operational Policy (approved
October 10, 2017)
On the 30th of July 1999, the American Polygraph Association Board of
Directors approved the funding of an annual competitive scholarship,
called the William J. Yankee Memorial Scholarship, in honor of Dr. Yankee’s
commitment and lasting contribution to examiner education. Under
this new program, the APA will underwrite the cost of basic polygraph
training at an APA accredited school for one to candidate each year, up to
$5,000.00.
To qualify, the candidate must meet the following requirements:
1) have a 4-year degree from an accredited college or university;
2) select to attend an APA accredited basic polygraph examiner training
course;
3) qualify for APA membership upon completion of training.
4) submit an essay of up to 1000 words on detection of deception,
interviewing, interrogation, or related fields, with emphasis on what the
candidate hopes to contribute to the field as a polygraph examiner; and,
5) submit at least two (2) letters of recommendations.
Candidates must have their packets in to the National Office by June
first (each year) to compete for the scholarship, and that packet must
include a cover letter, resume, and the above-described essay. An official
college transcript issued directly from the institution must also arrive to
the National Office before the June first deadline.
Criteria for selection of the single candidate will be academic success
and a demonstrated interest in the field of polygraph. The packets will
be reviewed by the Yankee scholarship committee. The committee, if
satisfied a candidate meets the requirements, shall nominate a single
candidate to the board of directors for a final vote.
The selected candidate will be invited to attend the APA’s annual banquet
to receive the award and if there are any donations to be presented those
may be presented at that time. The awarded scholarship must be used
within 24 months of the presentation.
ABOUT WILLIAM J. YANKEE
William J. Yankee, who worked at Western Michigan University (WMU)
from 1960 until 1966, was a former Kalamazoo Police Department
detective and Friend of the Court for Kalamazoo County Circuit Courts.
APA Magazine 2020, 53 (1)
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After coming to WMU, he did polygraph research and taught local police
how to administer the test. He left WMU in 1966 to become president
of Delta Community College. He was named president of Northwestern
Michigan College (NMC) in 1974.
His expertise in polygraph was employed again after he left NMC to move
to North Carolina to work as a polygrapher and consultant. In 1987 he
took over the U.S. Defense Department’s Army Polygraph School which
trains polygraphers for the FBI, Secret Service, armed services and other
government agencies. He retired in 1995 to homes in Traverse City and
Pensacola, Fla.
Dr. Yankee received both his bachelor’s and master’s degrees in psychology
at WMU and a doctoral degree in education from Michigan State University
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TRAINING AND SEMINARS
AMERICAN POLYGRAPH ASSOCIATION
Currently Accredited Programs as of 02-01-2020
The following programs are accredited by the APA:
ACADEMY FOR SCIENTIFIC AND
INVESTIGATIVE TRAINING
Director:
Address :
Country:
Phone:
Email:
Website:

Nathan J. Gordon
1704 Locust St - 2nd Fl
Philadelphia, PA 19103
USA
215-732-3349
truthdoctor@polygraph-training.com
www.polygraph-training.com/

AMERICAN INTERNATIONAL INSTITUTE
OF POLYGRAPH

BEHAVIORAL MEASURES POLYGRAPH
TRAINING CENTRE, UK
Director:
Address :

Country:
Phone:
Email:
Website:

Don Krapohl
Behavioural Measures UK c/o Paul
Connon Suite 24, Arms Evertyne
House Quay Road Blyth
Northumberland England NE24 2AS
United Kingdom
803-238-7999
DuttonPoly@aol.com
no website

CANADIAN POLICE COLLEGE POLYGRAPH
SCHOOL*

Charles E. Slupski
619 Highway 138 W Suite C
Stockbridge, GA 30281
USA
770-960-1377
aiipolygraph@aiipolygraph.com
www.polygraphschool.com/

Director: Shaun Smith
Address : 1 Sandridge Dr.
Ottawa, Ontario K1G 3J2
Country: Canada
Phone:
613-990-5025
Email:
CPCregistrar.CFC_NCR.CFC_HQ@
rcmp-grcgc.ca
Website: www.cpc-ccp.gc.ca/en/pec

BACKSTER SCHOOL OF LIE DETECTION
Director: Patrick O’Burke
Address : 2263 Princess Street
Kingston, ON, K7M 3G1
Country: Canada
613-507-4660
Phone:
patrick@limestonetech.com
Email:
Website: Backster.net

CENTRO DE INVESTIGACION FORENSE
Y CONTROL DE CONFIANZA S.C.
Director: Jaime Raul Duran Valle
Address : Rodriguez Saro #523, Int. 501-A
Col. Del Valle
Del. Benito Juarez Mexico, D.F.
C.P. 03100
Country: Mexico
Phone:
011-52-55-2455-4624
Email:
informacion@el-poligrafo.com
Website: el-poligrafo.com

Director:
Address :
Country:
Phone:
Email:
Website:

*Admission is limited to government or law enforcement students only.
8
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ESCUELA NACIONAL DE POLIGRAFIA
Director: Raymond I. Nelson
Address : Barrio Guadalupe, Edificio Hermitage
Tegucigalpa, Francisco Morazon 11101
Country: Honduras
Phone:
Raymond.nelson@gmail.com
Email:
Website: no website

KOREAN SUPREME PROSECUTORS
OFFICE POLYGRAPH ACADEMY*
Director: Cheol Bang
Address: 105 NDFC Supreme Prosecutor’s
Office, 157 Banpodaero, Seochogu
Seoul, 06590
Country: S. Korea
Phone:
082-2-3480-2144
Email:
roomiron@gmail.com
Website: no website

ESCUELA NACIONAL DE POLIGRAFIA,
NATIONAL POLYGRAPH SCHOOL*
Director: Luz Del Carmen Diaz
Address: Calle Cuauhtemoc # 168
Colonia Tisapan de San Angel,
Mexico City, 01059
Country: Mexico
Phone:
011-52-555-616-6273
Email:
lg151@balankan.net
Website: no website

LATINAMERICAN POLYGRAPH INSTITUTE

INTERNATIONAL POLYGRAPH STUDIES
CENTER

MARSTON POLYGRAPH ACADEMY:

Director:
Address:

Country:
Phone:
Email:
Website:

Raymond I. Nelson
Insurgentes Sur # 1877, Piso 2,
Oficina 204, Col. Guadalupe Inn
Del. Alvaro Obregón
Mexico D.F. 06700
Mexico
(55) 5533 7349
iptc@poligrafia.com.mx
www.poligrafia.com.mx

Director:
Address:
Country:
Phone:
Email:
Website:

Director:
Address:
Country:
Phone:
Email:
Website:

Manuel Novoa
Carrera 46 # 93-70
Bogota
Colombia
57-12369630
Dirgeneral@latinpolygraph.com
www.latinamericanpolygraph.com

Gary Davis
390 Orange Show Lane
San Bernardino, CA 92408
USA
909-554-3883
info@marstonpolygraph.com
www.marstonpolygraph.com

*Admission is limited to government or law enforcement students only.
APA Magazine 2020, 53 (1)
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MARYLAND INSTITUTE OF CRIMINAL
JUSTICE:
Director: Billy H. Thompson
Address: 8424 Veterans Hwy Ste 3
Millersville MD 21108-0458
Country: USA
Phone:
410-987-6665
Email:
MDMICJ@aol.com
Website: www.micj.com

MICHIGAN STATE POLICE POLYGRAPH
PROGRAM*:
Director: Andrew Longuski
Address: 7320 North Canal Road
Lansing, MI 48913
Country: USA
Phone:
Email:
no email
Website: no website

MINDEF CENTRE FOR CREDIBILITY
ASSESSMENT*:
Director: V. Cholan
Address: Block 13, Mandai Camp 2
Mandai Road
Country: Singapore
Phone:
Email:
cholanjoshv@gmail.com
Website: www.mindef.gov.sg/

NATIONAL ACADEMY OF POLYGRAPH OF
THE NATIONAL POLICE OF COLOMBIA*:
Director: Major Ricardo Palomino Restrepo
Address: TC Jorge Zenen Lopez Guerrero
Transversal 33 No 47a-35 Sur
Barrio Fatima
Bogota
Country: Colombia
Phone:
57-3203023049
Email:
programaacademicopoligrafiapc@
gmail.com
Website: no website
NATIONAL CENTER FOR CREDIBILITY
ASSESSMENT*:
Director: Zach Vaughn; Ron Kiefer; Stephanie
Liles
Address: 7540 Pickens Avenue
Fort Jackson, SC 29207-5000
Country: USA
Phone:
Email:
NCCARegistrar@dodiis.mil
Website: www.ncca.mil

NATIONAL POLYGRAPH ACADEMY
Director:
Address:
Country:
Phone:
Email:
Website:

Pam Shaw
1890 Star Shoot Parkway,
Ste. 170-366
Lexington,KY 40509
USA
859-494-7429
shaw.national@gmail.com
www.nationalpolygraphacademy.
com

*Admission is limited to government or law enforcement students only.
10
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NCTC POLYGRAPH INSTITUTE:
Director: Elmer Criswell
Address: c/o Dept. of Military & Veteran’s
Affairs Building 8-64 Fort
Indiantown Gap
Annville, PA 17003-5002
Country: USA
Phone:
717-861-9306
Email:
register@counterdrug.org
Website: www.counterdrug.org

NEW ENGLAND POLYGRAPH INSTITUTE
Director: David J. Crawford
Address: PO Box 825
Center Harbor, NH 03226
Country: USA
Phone:
603-253-8002
Email:
kacdc@worldpath.net
Website: www.newenglandpolygraphinstitute.
com/

PEAK CREDIBILITY ASSESSMENT
TRAINING CENTER
Director: Benjamin Blalock
Address: 1490 NE Pine Island Rd. Unit 7B
Cape Coral, FL 33909
Country: USA
Phone:
239-900-6800
Email:
info@peakcatc.com
Website: peakcatc.com/

THE POLYGRAPH INSTITUTE
Director: J. Patrick O’Burke
Address: 19179 Blanco Road, Suite 105 #812
San Antonio, TX 78258
Country: USA
Phone:
210-377-0200
Email:
info@thepolygraphinstitute.com
Website: thepolygraphinstitute.com
TUDOR ACADEMY
Director: Charles Speagle
Address: Cra. 66, No. 42-103, Medellin,
Colombia
Medellin
Country: Colombia
Phone:
(57) (4) 436-4178
Email:
info@tudoracademy.com
Website: www.tudoracademy.com
VIRGINIA SCHOOL OF POLYGRAPH
Director: Darryl DeBow
Address: 7885 Coppermine Rd. Manassas
Virginia
Country: USA
Phone:
703-396-7659
Email:
polygraph11@comcast.net
Website: http://virginiaschoolpolygraph.com
VOLLMER POLYGRAPH
Director: Michael Lynch
Address: 22600 Savi Ranch Parkway A-13
Yorba Linda, CA, 92887
Country: USA
Phone:
(800) 295-6041
Email:
inquire@vollmerinstitute.com
Website: www.vollmerinstitute.com

*Admission is limited to government or law enforcement students only.
APA Magazine 2020, 53 (1)
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UPCOMING COURSES 2020
Providing quality training in the U.S. and abroad.
www.nationalpolygraphacademy.com

BASIC, ADVANCED & PCSOT COURSES
2020

BASIC

RENO, NEVADA
MAY 4 - JULY 10

ACE 40HR SPECIALIZED COURSE

PCSOT

RENO, NEVADA
JULY 13-17

EVALUATING TRUTHFULNESS
USING STATEMENT ANALYSIS
& NON-VERBAL BEHAVIOR

BASIC

COLUMBUS, OHIO
SEPTEMBER 8 - NOVEMBER 13

LEXINGTON, KY
DATES: TBA

ACE

COLUMBUS, OHIO
NOVEMBER 16-20

CUSTOMIZED TRAINING COURSES
Interested in having a course at your location? Each NPA ACE (Advanced Continuing Education) course
can be individually customized to meet the needs of the local area and/or sponsoring agency. Courses are
generally designed in 3-day or 5-day formats, but can be set for any length of time as needed. Subjects
taught typically include a wide variety of testing techniques, scoring protocols, test question construction,
ethics, interview and interrogation approaches, valid polygraph principles, and many other topics upon
request. If you would be interested in hosting any of NPA's courses closer to where you are, please
contact us.

AT
RE INFORM ION PLEASE C
O
M
ONT
FOR
ACT

Pam Shaw, Director
Mike Gougler, Director
Basic Education Programs
Continuing Education Programs
shaw.national@gmail.com
gougler.national@gmail.com
859-494-7429
12 APA Magazine 2020, 53 (1)
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Recognized by AAPP

Accredited by APA

1890 Star Shoot Parkway, Suite 170-366
Lexington, KY 40509

FROM THE BOARD

WE ARE GOING TO NEW ORLEANS!

President´s Message
Darryl Starks, President

Greeting my fellow APA members and dedicated credibility assessment professionals
alike. I trust this message finds you and your loved ones doing well. At the publication
of this edition of the APA Magazine, spring (hopefully) and all new things that come
with it, will be in full swing.
Plans for the 2020 APA training seminar in New Orleans, LA are progressing on schedule and many of the finishing touches will be completed at the 2020 winter board meeting, which will also be held at the Hilton Riverside Hotel in New Orleans. Your previous
seminar classroom/speaker evaluations, compliments and criticisms have been noted
and they are being taken into consideration in the planning of our upcoming seminar.
New Orleans is a melting pot of American, French and African cultures reflected in its
rich nightlife, music and food. I hope you plan (in addition to you continuing education), to experience a little of what makes New Orleans the “Big Easy.”
At the 2019 APA Seminar Banquet Dinner, I pledged to view things through the lenses
of the “examiner in the room” and look to implement evidence-based policies in a language that is “end-user” friendly. To that end, your current Board of Director’s is taking
on the task of providing new guidance as it pertains to data analysis through the use
of computer algorithms. Algorithms have been around for several years and numerous seminar presenters have discussed the design and capabilities of computer algorithms. Previous boards have even attempted to integrate or “socialize” to use of
data analysis via computer algorithm by incorporating language in the Standards of
APA Magazine 2020, 53 (1)
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Practice concerning evidentiary exams. Doing so, generated the often heard questions, like; “which algorithms do we use” or “how do algorithms work”, etc. These are
legitimate “end user” questions that the Board of Director’s begin to address.
An ad-hoc committee has been created with the goal of providing some guidance to the
membership concerning the use of algorithms. The same approach was undertaken by
the Board of Director’s in 2010-2011 concerning validated polygraph techniques. Our
goal is to present the finding of the ad-hoc committee at this year’s seminar. More
updates to come!

14
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Board of Directors’ Reports
Sabino Martinez
President Elect

Hello everyone,
Your cordially Invited!
It’s time to start planning your trip to New
Orleans and make the necessary hotel
and flight reservations. As always, rooms
start filing fast and making your reservations on time will ensure that you get the
room at the seminar hotel. This seminar
will be life changing for me, as you all
know I will be receiving the president’s
position and I’m looking forward to seeing all of you at the dinner. Mike Gougler
is putting together a great seminar as always and I’m hoping many of you can attend. Please take the time to spend time
with your loved ones and call those you
haven’t heard from. Life is delicate and
can end in a heartbeat.
Hola a todos!
Estan todos cordialmente invitados
Ya es tiempo de empezar los planes para
atender el seminario en Nuevo Orleans.
Les recuerdo que los cuartos se agotan
pronto, asi que solo se require una tarjeta para reservar y el pago se hace hasta
despues que termine el seminario. Este
año sera muy importante para mi, ya que
tomo la presidencia; asi que espero ver
a todos mis latinoamericanos. Mike Gou-

gler siempre hace un buen trabajo en todos nuestros seminarios y no me queda
duda que este será estupendo como los
del pasado. Nos vemos pronto y como
siempre, pasen tiempo con los que más
aman, recuerden que la vida es delicada
y puede terminar en un latido de corazón.

Steve Duncan

Board Chairman
Hello, fellow APA Members. I hope everyone this letter finds everyone doing well.
Your Board Members continue working
with their Committees and making progress for the APA.
Several Board Members are still busy
supporting Members by continuing to
provide instruction at local Seminars and
addressing problems and questions as
they arise. Thanks to these Board Members for their dedication and continued
support on behalf of the APA.
Your Board is also involved in preparing
for an interim phone conference Meeting
and our Winter Board Meeting in New Orleans. I hope everyone is aware that registration is now open for those planning to
attend the Annual Conference in New Orleans in August, 2020. I urge all Members
to plan on attending as this Conference
APA Magazine 2020, 53 (1)
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promises to be one of the best ever. After such a great Conference in 2019, “the
bar is high”, but I have total faith in Mike
Gougler, Walt Goodson, Lisa Jacocks and
others to provide a five star production.
As Chairman of the Board I will continue
to assist Members with issues as requested and intend to continue working with
Board Members to achieve their goals. I
remain committed to the growth of ethical and evidence based detection of deception through the use of polygraph.
As always, feel free to call me (706-5060830) or email me (sduncan071@gmail.
com) if I can be of assistance to you.

Mike Gougler
Seminar Chair

ANNOUNCING THE 55TH
APA ANNUAL SEMINAR AND WORKSHOP

Following the very successful and wellattended 54th APA Seminar and Workshop in Orlando, Florida, the Seminar
Committee is will into planning the 55th
APA Seminar and Workshop at the New
Orleans Hilton, Riverside in New Orleans,
Louisiana. The New Orleans conference
is scheduled to run from Sunday, August
16

APA Magazine 2020, 53 (1)

30, 2020, until Friday, September 4, 2020.
This is the week before the Labor Day
weekend. (Labor Day falls on September
7, 2020.)

The Hilton New Orleans Riverside is a
4-star hotel in the heart of New Orleans,
situated along the Mississippi River and
a short walking distance from the French
Quarter, Jackson Square (and my favorite Café Du Monde), Harrah’s Casino, the
Warehouse and Arts District, Audubon
Aquarium of the Americas and The Outlet
Collection at Riverwalk. The Hotel is within close proximity of The Shops at Canal
Place and Louisiana Children’s Museum.
There are great downtown or Mississippi
River views from upper floor rooms. There
are several bars and restaurants including Drago’s Restaurant (by far some of
the best oyster’s ever), Riverblends Café,
Spirits Bar and Public Belt. The hotel has
two outdoor pools, a health club and fitness facility.

As at recent APA seminars, hotel rates
are at the prevailing U.S. Government per
diem which is currently set for the time

FROM THE BOARD
of the conference at $117 per night, plus
taxes, etc. This is well below the advertised rates for this hotel. Attendees and
their guests will receive free in-room internet, complimentary fitness center and
50% off self-parking rates. While we have
committed to a large block of rooms for
peak nights, it is anticipated that these
will sell out quickly. Watch for a further
announcement of when reservations are
opened – sometime around the beginning of 2020.

Donnie Dutton
Director
Welcome from Sunny, Cold, Hot, Snowy,
Hot, Cold Sunny South Carolina. By the
way that is all in one day and by the hour!
Crazy winter this year for sure.
It’s time for me to gear up for our winter board meeting which we will hold
this year at the Hilton, New Orleans. It
has been quite a while since we held a
seminar there so for those of you thinking about going this year, New Orleans is
a wonderful venue for a conference. The
food, music, and training are sure not to
disappoint, and of course the beignet’s at
“Café du Monde”.
As many of you are aware Pam Shaw
is looking for some volunteers to score
some charts in an attempt to further the
debate on computer-based algorithms this isn’t something that will be settled
overnight, but it is a step forward. If you
would be willing to score approximately

100 sets of charts, please let me know
and I will get you started. It is our hope
to have several of you score them so we
can see a degree of accuracy which one
day we can run against the computer algorithms. Please consider volunteering
to this important project.
President Starks has assigned me to
chair the William Yankee Scholarship
Award this year, so I am asking that all
you think about someone you work with,
live with, or know, who wants to become
a polygraph examiner, and encourage
them to apply. Last year the committee
developed an SOP for the award which
outlines the criteria required for nomination. Yankee SOP is on page 4-6 for your
review and to pass on to those who might
be interested.
Lastly, I want to comment on the work
that Erica Thiel is doing on the PCSOT
committee. While I am a part of this
committee, my role has been more as
an observer than an actual participant.
Her committee is looking at the current
document associated with PCSOT, and
they have been busy updating it to reflect
more of what PCSOT examiners are doing
and the types of exams they administer.
Her committee is on fire and doing an outstanding job which I am so happy to be a
part of. When you see her please be sure
to thank her for all she is doing on this
committee, it has been a lot of work and
isn’t done yet.
I hope you will all consider joining me
in New Orleans in August for our annual
APA Magazine 2020, 53 (1)
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seminar; I am positive everyone who attends will enjoy the training and the beignet’s.

Walt Goodson
Director
Greetings fellow professionals:
In this magazine, you will find the schedule for the 2020 Seminar in New Orleans.
Of all the host hotels over the past 20
years, The New Orleans Riverside Hilton
ranks among the best for food and activities within walking distance. Combined
with a robust list of topics, presenters,
and sponsored events, this seminar will
not disappoint. Additionally, this seminar will also offer a block of training that
provides additional exposure for research
in a condensed format. Let me explain
the idea.
In my almost 30 years of work in public
safety, I’ve worn many hats from trooper
to polygraph examiner to human resources, and a myriad of positions in between
have required countless hours of training
and education. Much of my continuing
education has come in the form of seminars. These seminars vary from 40 to
40,000 attendees, depending on whether
it’s a local polygraph association or a
large conference such as the IACP. When
I attend the more extensive seminars, it
seems that there is so much information
to be presented, the associations limit
their presenters from 30 minutes to an
hour. They reserve their longer blocks of
ninety minutes for panels involving mul18
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tiple speakers.
Conversely, the APA routinely has blocks
of instruction that last two, four, or sometimes six hours. While many of our longer
classes or pass along great information,
they typically are training courses of tried
and true methods. Research, on the other
hand, does not take that long to explain
because there are not that many new and
emerging ideas that take hours to explain.
Thus, here’s the plan.
As the APA continues to grow and evolve
into a more extensive seminar, its time
we offer our attendees more options
and shorter blocks of instruction to provide an opportunity for exposure to more
topics and ideas. One way to introduce
this concept is to offer a research block.
The goal of this block will be to provide
a high-level summary of recent and ongoing research related to the credibility
assessment field. To this end, this year’s
seminar will include a four-hour research
block. This block will consist of eight presenters that will provide a summary of
their recent or ongoing research. Each
presenter will have 15 minutes to present
an overview of their research and findings. At the end of their time, there will be
a five-minute question and answer period
followed by a short break before the next
presenter begins. A moderator will ensure the presenters stay on topic and on
time. This pilot should provide exposure
to a wide variety of ideas and overviews
of papers published in our journal that we
often struggle to find time to read or have
an opportunity to question or challenge.
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As with everything we do, this may pass
with flying colors or fail miserably, but it
seems worth a try. This format will provide an opportunity to present recent or
ongoing research or ideas. If you are
interested in presenting a topic in such
a setup, please message me at directorgoodson@polygraph.org, and I’ll reserve
a spot for you.
I hope that this additional training will
provide value to our annual seminars for
years to come. If you have questions or
need anything, please feel free to contact
me. As always, thank you for your dedication to making this world a better and
safer place.

Raymond Nelson
Director
Hello APA Members,
Well, it’s January 2020, and that means
we are going to have to deal with a whole
year of tired jokes and references to vision. And January is all about looking forward. So why not start with some predictions for the new year…
The APA Conference is sure to be a great
success and a lot of fun. New Orleans is a
fantastic and interesting city with amazing history, incredible musical talent and
terrific food. Who could ask for anything
more? The annual conference will be August 30 to September 4 at the Hilton New
Orleans Riverside in the heart of New Orleans, right on the Mississippi River and a
short walk from the French Quarter. The

conference agenda is shaping up well.
Now is the perfect time to make your
travel and lodging arrangements. Rooms
at the conference hotel have inevitably
filled up in recent years. The APA conference is a great opportunity to meet and
interact with other professionals and remain informed about what’s happening
in the profession, around the country and
around the world. It is the best place to
meet new friends, and catch up with older
ones, in the polygraph profession. I estimate the likelihood of success at greater
than 99%.
Here is another prediction. This year is
going to include a whole lotta head-down
hard work as we continue to move forward with some interesting studies and
other projects. As I write this, I am taking
a break from munging through a data set
for a planned algorithm smack-down. The
last algorithm comparison, the Dollins,
Krapohl and Dutton Bake-off, was published in 2000. How time flies. Anyway,
there are a number of ways to study the
array of computerized statistical solutions available today, and I am involved in
a couple of different projects on this. One
part is already complete – the creation of
replication code for any algorithm that is
supported by a reasonably complete published description of howzitwork. One of
the important advantages of replication
is that it provides us with unequivocal
evidence that computer algorithms are,
in fact, coherent things (not just magicsauce) that humans can understand.
Plans are in the works to evaluate these
methods using both replication code and
APA Magazine 2020, 53 (1)
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also, if possible, to include commercial
and production software as provided by
the various instrument manufacturers.
Another important consideration is the
comparison of automated statistical classifiers with the results of human scorers
– which, of course, involves a great deal
of human activity. Please feel free to contact me if you are interested and available
to assist with this in any way.
One thing we always hear is that hindsight is 2020. We always learn a lot from
studying the past. One of the things we
learned is that advancing the profession
into the future is also a process of appreciation and understanding where we
came from. For this reason, I am always
interested and fascinated by the history
of our profession, and the history of science, and the history of the world and its
people. One of the most important lessons for our profession is that we cannot
move forward without providing information, education, and training – which is
why the annual conference is so important. The need for information and training is also the reason that I devote so
much time to writing and making information available to the APA and the polygraph profession – including an ongoing
series of articles on science and scientific testing, and another articles series
on practical polygraph matters. One of
the most satisfying aspects of my work
is the opportunity to conscript other experienced and competent professionals to help with these. Recently we have
competed a short article to describe the
concepts of Null-Hypothesis Significance
Testing (NHST) and Bayesian Analysis
20
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(BA), and another article on the use of Directed Lie Comparison Questions (DLCQ).
NHST and BA are two of the most important and useful methods that scientists
use to study important questions, learn
anything, and develop scientific tests or
experiments. DLCQs are among the most
important and useful skills for polygraph
examiners everywhere – only slightly less
important and useful than our abilities to
interview people and select and formulate relevant question.
As always, please contact me (raymond.
nelson@gmail.com) with any questions,
need for assistance or comments.
Looking forward to a great 2020.

Roy Ortiz
Director
E Pluribus Unum
Awards Committee
Nominations deadline June 1, 2020, forms
on the APA website.
Recognition by a peer is more meaningful….
Our members have a better idea of the
challenges that APA members face on a
daily basis. They are aware of the many
small things that mean so much, that are
usually unnoticed by others.
We all belong to the APA world-wide family. APA members are often more likely
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to confide in our equals in the workplace
and with the people we spend the most
time. This naturally means that peers
rather than the APA Board of Directors,
are aware of any additional hardships
and workplace polygraph related achievements. These achievements deserve peer
recognition and often inspire admiration
and demand our respect.
Your opinions are not only sought after,
but also appreciated.
International Membership Committee
It appears that I have been adopted by the
Southern African Polygraph Federation.
Since my lectures this past November at
their annual seminar, I have received numerous emails with questions, concerns
and suggestions.

Advanced Training
The following schools and associations
have applied for APA “Continuing Education Hours”:
1.California Association of Polygraph
Examiners
2. International Polygraph Studies
Center
3. Backster School of Lie Detection
The Continuing Education Hours
form is on the APA website and
should be submitted to Lisa Jacocks
at the National Office.
Technology Junction
My invention, a non- Electric and 100%
accurate polygraph instrument.

It appears that my open invitation to assist them has been taken to heart. During
my 25 years plus of APA membership and
numerous seminars, these emails have
broken my record of emails received from
fellow polygraph examiners. I am humbled that I can be their APA liaison.

SIM SWAP
Sim Swap are two of the most feared
words in the data theft world.
APA Magazine 2020, 53 (1)
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SIM SWAP 1.0
It is a type of account takeover fraud that
generally targets a weakness in two factor authentication and two step verification in which the second factor or step
is a text message or call to a mobile
telephone. At its most basic level, a Sim
Swap is when someone convinces your
carrier (telephone company) to switch
your phone number.
SIM SWAP 2.0
You are encouraged to do further research
on “applications” for Sim Swap fraud.
Suggested applications to research:
1. Yubico.com
2. Authy.com
3. Google Authenticator
4. Microsoft Authenticator
E Pluribus Unum

Lisa Ribacoff
Director
Happy Belated New Year to All! I hope
your year has started off with good health,
wealth and fortune.
I’ve been asked by some of the members
about how they can be more involved in
the APA. I always respond with three options; joining a committee, writing an
article for the APA Magazine or running
for a position on the Board of Directors.
Elections are going to be coming around
the corner faster than we all know it and
I am encouraging everyone to start think22
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ing about how they can be more involved.
If you have questions about any of these
options, please do not hesitate to reach
out to any board member.
Since the last board report, the Public Relations and Communications Committee
has been focused on our sub-committee
work monitoring legislations affecting the
polygraph community as well as maintaining an active presence on our social
media accounts to keep the membership
up to date with the most current information.
Events Calendar:
After speaking with Mark Handler, our
website administrator, we have been able
to add a calendar feature on the homepage of the APA Website. This calendar provides another way of providing information to the members regarding important
dates. Such dates include APA Approved
Seminars and Workshops, information
about registration for the annual seminar,
and both announcements and deadlines
for the awards and elections processes.
Social Media Sub-Committee:
The social media accounts have been
gaining more activity lately thanks to you,
the members, by engaging and responding to our posts on Facebook, Twitter and
Instagram. Thank you to those who have
“liked”, “followed” “reposted” “shared” and
“tweeted” our updates.
For those that haven’t done so already,
please connect with us!
We can be found at the following accounts:
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Facebook:
facebook.com/www.polygraph.org
Twitter:
@APA_Polygraph
Instagram:
@American_Polygraph_Association
State Associations Sub-Committee:
We are calling on the State Associations
to submit one name as a nomination for
the Awards Banquet being held September 3rd at the APA Banquet. A description of the awards and the application is
available on the APA Website. This is the
second year we are accepting electronic
applications! If you have any questions
regarding the process, please contact Director Ortiz who is overseeing the Awards
and Nominations Committee.
If you have any questions or want to
talk about how to get involved, I can be
reached at directorribacoff@polygraph.
org

Pam Shaw
Director
Hello fellow APA professionals,
I hope each of you are off to a great
start to the new year…and more broadly,
the new decade! The APA and the various committees I serve are continuing to
move forward on the year’s goals. The
PCSOT committee is continuing to review
and update the model policy in needed areas. The ad-hoc Algorithm committee is

working on a review of the currently published literature, which it hopes to share
with you at the next APA seminar in New
Orleans. The Member Services committee continues to assist the APA National
Office with applications and other inquiries as needed. Since the day-to day work
is on-going and making steady strides, I
would like to take this moment to encourage you and to remind you to take advantage of a few perks that come with being
a member of the APA.
First, honor a fellow colleague. Every year
at the APA seminar 6 awards are given.
There’s no magic process or secret knock
you have to know to nominate someone
for an award. If you know someone that
is doing great work in the field, tell the
Awards committee about them by filling
out an award form, which can be downloaded from the APA website. The deadline
for submissions is June 1, 2020. A little
effort on your part can bring huge smiles
and a happy heart to the recipient(s).
Second, help someone get a jump start
on their polygraph career by encouraging them to apply for the Yankee Memorial Scholarship. Again, every year the
APA makes available an opportunity to
provide an officer, an employee, a citizen, a researcher, …someone, the chance
to attend an APA accredited school AND
receive an instrument. What a great opportunity, but yet so few put in for the
scholarship each year. Spread the word
and encourage good talent around you to
join our profession. The Yankee Memorial Scholarship application can also easily
APA Magazine 2020, 53 (1)
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be downloaded from our website, and like
the awards, the deadline for submission
is June 1, 2020.
Third, did you know there’s a place on our
website to advertise/list career opportunities? If your agency is looking to fill
vacancies, we’ve got a way to help you
get the word out to other examiners who
could come with experience or can help
spread the word to others they know who
want to get started in the profession. Furthermore, if you’re on the hunt for a new
opportunity yourself, visit the site and see
if anything interests you.
Fourth, this is somewhat like the third,
but did you know you can also list instruments that you’d like to sell? Which also
means if you’re looking to purchase an
instrument, this can be a great place to
look too. A simple email to our website
manager, Mark Handler, will do the trick.
And, the last item (at least the last one
I’ll mention in this article) is training opportunities. Our 2020 annual seminar is
now open for registration AND you can
additionally book your room at the designated hotel. Our annual seminar is a
tremendous time for networking, catching up with old and new friends, ……and
of course learning! We would love to see
you in New Orleans!
In the coming board reports I’ll be sure to
keep you posted about committee activities, but I also want to keep reminding you
of member benefits and opportunities.
24
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Sometimes we can become a member of
a group, club or association, and maybe
even hold that status for years, but yet
not know all the services provided. I want
to make sure all of us are taking advantage of the opportunities before us.
As always, it’s an honor to serve you and I
look forward to what the new decade has
in store for you and the entire APA.
All the best,
Pam Shaw

Erika Thiel
Director
I hope everyone’s winter is going well so
far. I myself just spent a wonderful birthday week in beautiful Santa Fe, New Mexico. Learning about the culture, the art,
and just being a part of the majestic landscape was truly amazing for a small-town
Connecticut girl. If you have not had the
pleasure of getting out there yet, put it on
your bucket list.
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These last several months have been a
mixture of holiday madness, vacations,
and hard work. The PCSOT Committee
has spent the last several weeks going
back and forth about the sexual history
section of the PCSOT model policy. I have
to say I am truly impressed with amount of
thought, contribution, and ideas that were
respectfully passed around the table.
The committee put a lot of thought and
focus into this section we truly weighed
the changes we made with all aspects
of the current surrounding controversy
around the sexual history exam. If you
have attended any of my trainings, you
would have heard me say that the treatment of sex offenders has advanced, but
polygraph had not kept up with the times.
I feel that the changes we made are a true
advancement forward and will allow for
the PCSOT exam to be more mindful, and
more relevant to the actual purpose of
the exam; helping assess information for
treatment to work with that was not previously known.
We will be continuing with the agenda as
planned and are beginning to move forward with changes to the maintenance
exam section. If you are a PCSOT examiner, please know that I am trying my
hardest as chair to make these advancements presentable as soon as possible.
However, this is not a one-year work in
progress, we are only beginning and my
hope is that our current president elect
Sabino Martinez will allow us to continue
during his presidency. Knowing that this
is not a one and done change, I do have

plans to continue running for board positions in the future until PCSOT is at a safe
place for all examiners.
In addition to the changes with the PCSOT model policy, I have been working
hard to make a better tracking system
with polygraph educators as to who has
been approved to teach PCSOT as well
as who has approved PCSOT material. If
you currently own a school and I have not
reached out to you, I would ask that you
send me an email with the above information and any supporting documentation.
I want to thank the school educators and
owners who have already worked with me
on this process and I appreciate everyone’s patience.
I am excited that we will shortly be heading into warmer weather. With that being said, we will also soon be heading
into election season. I want to encourage those who are passionate about seeing meaningful change in the polygraph
profession to come forward and run. I
am proud to say I was a part of breaking
the mold when you all voted me onto the
board twice and I think that this has been
a small part of renewed faith that the
board is not a popularity contest and is
no longer a “good old boys” club. Every
person on the board right now is truly trying their hardest to do the best we can for
our profession, and I know there are many
others out there who have the same passion. I look forward to the opportunity to
work along side of you.
APA Magazine 2020, 53 (1)
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BASIC POLYGRAPH
EXAMINER COURSE

Starting June 1, 2020
Backster.net/Registration

With over 80 Years of combined experience in
Training, Instrumentation & Intelligent Software Designs
As an International Leader in Polygraph, Limestone Technologies Inc. is committed to the continuous
innovation of software and instrumentation solutions that contribute to making our communities secure
and safe, a legacy we can to pass on to future generations. Incorporated in 1999, Limestone Technologies’
journey began in the Sex Offender Management field with innovating products designed to aid in the
offender rehabilitation process.
“As a father, I feel a strong sense of responsibility to ensure the safety of our communities. To create
products that not only aid in the rehabilitation of offenders but keeps the bad guys off the streets gives the
Limestone staff and me a sense of purpose knowing that we are working towards something so significant.”
– James Brown, Founder and President

Software

Instrumentation

Support

Warranties

Accessories

Learn more about our products and services, see what we are doing, where
we are at and find out about current sales and special offers.

LimestoneTech.com

613.634.4898 sales@limestonetech.com

REGULAR FEATURES

Five Minute Science Lesson:
A Brief Introduction to Null-Hypothesis Significance Testing and
Bayesian Analysis
Raymond Nelson

The purpose of science and scientific
testing is to understand the universe and
reality. It is a large and complex universe,
and there are real phenomena that, for a
variety of reasons, are not amenable to
observation via our human senses. The
process of acquiring information and
making conclusions about reality and the
universe is often fraught with uncertainty. Scientific tests and scientific experiments of all types are used to quantify
the strength of information and conclusions made under uncertainty – when
neither perfect deterministic observation
nor direct physical measurement are possible. Scientific tests, because they are
used when it is not possible to make direct assessment or observation of a phenomena of interest, make use of proxy
data that are correlated with a phenomena of interest though not themselves
the phenomena of interest. It is often the

case that scientific tests do not actually
measure or evaluate the phenomena that
they are intended to test and quantify. For
example: answers to math question can
provide information about mathematical
abilities, but the answers to math questions are not, of themselves, mathematical abilities. Scientific tests can be useful
and effective because of the correlation,
or statistical relationship, between the
proxy data and the phenomena of interest.
Scientific experiments and scientific tests
often make use of multiple sources of
data – referred to as multivariate analysis
– each of which are expected to contribute additional information to the effectiveness of test results and conclusion.
The process of test development and
validation is a laborious process of identifying viable proxy information, studying
APA Magazine 2020, 53 (1)
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the strength of correlation, and constructing a multi-variate analysis model that
will maximize or optimize desired objectives in terms of true-positive (TP), truenegative (TN), false-positive (FP), and
false-negative (FN) outcomes. Because
scientific tests are needed and used for
decision-making under conditions that
are inherently uncertain, scientific tests,
and scientific test results, are inherently
probabilistic. Because they are used in
conditions of inherent uncertainty, scientific tests are not expected to be infallible.
Instead, scientific tests are required only
to quantify the strength of information in
support of a conclusion. Many scientific
tests are intended to quantify the strength
of information or uncertainty about individual cases. However, some tests may
rely only on procedural rubric – with no
ability to make probabilistic inferences
about individual cases – for which the
number of correct or incorrect classifications with groups or samples is the probability or uncertain quantity of interest.
The two most common statistical methods for scientific decision making – including both the acquisition of knowledge in the form of hypothesis or theories that are better supported by evidence
than others, and the classification of outcomes into categorical conclusions that
are best supported by evidence – are nullhypothesis significance testing (NHST),
and Bayesian analysis (BA). NHST is a
process of comparing the strength of information – from a scientific test or experiment – in support of a null hypothesis
(H0) which is a general statement that
28
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the universe and reality does not exist or
function as described by the hypothesis,
referred to as an alternative hypothesis
(HA). BA is a process of first noting the
strength of evidence in support of different possible scientific conclusions – referred to as a priori information – and
then using Bayes’ theorem to calculate
posterior conditional probabilities for the
strength of information in support of different possible conclusions. Regardless
of the type of analytic process, it is axiomatic that all scientific conclusions are
made with regard to other possible conclusions – in the same way that all probabilities are a comparison of the strength
of some possibility with some other possibility.
Null-hypothesis significance testing
NHST has played a dominant and important role in science throughout much of
the 20th century. An important aspect of
NHST is that it is the H0 (null-hypothesis)
and not the HA (alternative-hypothesis)
that is tested. NHST accepts the HA when
the evidence for the H0 is sufficiently
weak. The process of NHST involves the
determination of a tolerance for error uncertainty (sometimes referred to as typeerror), expressed as the alpha boundary
(often shown with a letter a) that determines the level of significance. Alpha is
most commonly set at .05 (5%), and there
is discussion about the arbitrariness of
this decision. NHST involves the calculation of a probability-value (p-value, or
simply p) for the observed data, obtained
from a scientific test or experiment, un-
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der the H0 (i.e., if the H0 is a satisfactory
explanation for the phenomena of interest). A variety of statistical methods have
been developed for the calculation of p
for different types of scientific test or experiments.
The basic decision rule, when using
NHST, is this: p ≤ a = sig. This can be read
as “results are statistically significant when
the p-value is less than or equal to alpha.”
Conversely: p > a = n.s. This is read as “results are not significant when the p-value is
greater than alpha.” Quite obviously, the
arbitrariness of a = .05 is an important
consideration; selection of a different alpha may lead to a different scientific conclusion.
One of the great difficulties inherent to
scientific decision-making is that it is
often very difficult (read: impossible) to
characterize or model the expected distribution of information under the HA.
However, under an assumption that HA
is wholly unrelated to reality and the universe, the H0 can often be characterized
mathematically and logically as the expected distribution of information if reality and the universe is a random process.
For this reason, NHST does not directly
quantify the strength of evidence for the
HA. Instead, NHST is a process of testing
the evidence in support of the H0. The H0
is rejected if the evidence in support of
the H0 is sufficiently weak (if p ≤ a). If a
scientific test or experiment is adequately controlled – if there are no confounding
explanations for the observed evidence –
then the H0 can be rejected and the HA

can be said to be accepted. NHST is intended to calculate the likelihood of the
observed data if the H0 is true.
Acceptance of the HA is a consequence
of evidence from a scientific test or experiment about the H0 but does not prove
that HA is correct or true. In other words,
a p-value for the H0 is not an estimate
of the effect-size or strength of information in support of the HA. A p-value can
be used as a form of statistical classifier,
but cannot be used as a statistical effect
size. When using the NHST, all inferences
about the meaning or the strength of information in support of a result or conclusion will pertain only to the H0, and this
can lead to confusion, misunderstanding,
and misuse (and has contributed to controversy surrounding the use of p-values).
A consequence of NHST is that, in the
strictest sense, scientific theories and
conclusions are not said to be proven,
though they can be said to be supported
by evidence. Also, NHST is premised on
inferential statistics, for which a probability is the comparison of the frequency of
occurrence with the number of possible
occurrences. Frequentist probability requires both observability and repetition of
occurrence in order to obtain a probability. A consequence of this is that, in the
strictest sense, frequentist probabilities
cannot be expressed for single or nonrepeated events, or unobservable events
such as those in the distant past or future. A more practical consequence is
sometimes difficult to make reasonable
statements, in human language, about
APA Magazine 2020, 53 (1)
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the strength of information in support of
the HA or conclusion. NHST is a process
of testing, and attempting to reject, the
H0. When the H0 is not rejected (when p
> a) it cannot be interpreted as proof of
H0 – argument from ignorance is a form
of logical fallacy.
Bayesian analysis
BA is the use of Bayes’ theorem to analyze
data from a scientific test or experiment.
Bayes theorem is a simple and highly
useful algebraic formula that was first described over two centuries ago – though
in slightly different form than used today.
A useful aspect of BA is that it permits the
evaluation of the strength of information
in support of the HA. Results from BA can
more reasonably serve as a practical effect size to describe the strength of information in support of the HA. This can permit more intuitive and useful discussion
about the practical meaning and strength
of information in support of the results
from a scientific test or experiment.
The basic process of BA, and Bayes’ theorem, requires three sources of information:
the a priori information that describes the
strength or likelihoods associated with
different possible conclusions, the data
from the scientific test or experiment,
and a likelihood function that can be used
to obtain a statistical value for the data.
Bayes’ theorem is used to update the a
priori information. The results or output
information from BA are called a posteriori, and are often expressed in the form a
Bayesian conditional probability, also re30
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ferred to as a posterior conditional probability or posterior odds. The a posteriori
is said to be conditional because the a priori information is conditioned on the test
data and likelihood statistic using Bayes
theorem. This can also be described as
conditioning the test data and likelihood
statistic on the a priori information – the
resulting information is the same.
A very useful aspect of BA is that it is premised on a Bayesian definition of probability: the degree of belief that can be attributed to our knowledge or conclusion. An
interesting aspect of Bayesian probability is that it has wide practical application, including to single or non-repeated
events. Also, Bayesian probabilities can
be reasonably discussed as pertaining to
unobservable past or future events.
All that is needed to calculate the results
BA is the ability to quantify the strength
of the a priori information along with an
ability to calculate a statistical likelihood
value for the observed data. In practice,
the a priori information is also referred
to as a prior probability distribution – because there are probabilities associated
with each of the different possible conclusions. Prior information can be obtained
in a variety of way, including information
about groups of persons, information pertaining to a single individual, information
from historical records, information from
other scientific tests or experiments, and
other possibilities. Quite obviously, the
use of different a priori information can
lead to different posterior results and conclusions, and this is analogous to the way
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that a different p-value may lead to different classification in the NHST paradigm.
Although the emphasis in scientific practice tends toward the use of objective a
priori information, it is possible to use
BA with subjective prior information. Use
of subjective a priori information is not
without discussion or controversy, as the
posterior results from BA will continue to
be influenced by subjective information
when the a priori information is subjective. Objective prior information can often be obtained in the form of incidence
rates for diseases, behaviors, or other
conditions, though it can often be the
case that individual factors are a better
source of prior information. For example:
although incidence rates for lung cancer are actually very low, lifestyle factors
such as heavy smoking or other factors
may increase the strength of prior information for an individual. It may often occur that very little objective information is
available to support an assumption that
any of the possible conclusions are more
likely for any individual, and in these situations the strength of a priori information
can be described as objectively equal for
all possible outcomes.
Posterior conditional probabilities from
BA can be expressed as decimal probabilities, and can also be expressed as a posterior odds. The information, and strength
of information, is the same regardless of
the manner of presentation. However, discussion of the results of BA in the form
of odds with BA will provide some advantages, beginning with the fact that odds

allow the discussion of probabilistic information with whole numbers. Equally
important, use of odds can more explicitly convey the fact that all probabilities
are a comparison of the strength of some
possibility with some other possibility.
Although it is relatively easy for many to
learn to use decimal probability information, many people who are untrained in
formal probabilistic methods and probabilistic thinking may, or those without previous requirement or opportunity for the
practical application of decimal probabilities, may more easily or intuitively understand the strength of information in the
form of odds. For example: if the probability of an impending catastrophic event
is estimated as .67 more people may correctly understand the strength of this information if given in the form of an odds
of 2 to 1.
Another highly useful aspect of BA is that
posterior results can be expressed as a
Bayes Factor, which describes the magnitude of change in the strength of information in support of a conclusion. For example: a Bayes Factor of three (3) indicates
that posterior information is three times
stronger than the prior information. When
the a priori information is equally strong
for all possible hypothesis (sometimes
referred to as an equal prior), Bayes Factor will be equal to the posterior odds.
However, whereas the use of different a
priori information will lead to different a
posteriori, Bayes Factor is resistant to the
use of different prior information. In other
words, the resulting Bayes Factor will be
the same regardless of any different prior.
APA Magazine 2020, 53 (1)
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Use of Bayes Factor is an important advantage whenever there is a desire to
obtain an effect size that can be easily
and intuitively compared to other effect
sizes, and anytime there is controversy
or disagreement about the selection of
a priori information. For example: incidence rates for lung cancer in men are
106 per 100,000 (.0011) in Kentucky and
30 per 100,000 (.0003) in Utah – paralleling the incidence of smoking activity.
Among women, the incidence rate is 78 in
Kentucky and 22 in Utah. Calculation of a
Bayesian conditional probability will give
different results using the different a priori
information for Kentucky and Utah. However, the Bayes Factor will be resistant to
these differences. Men who smoke are 23
times more likely to develop lung cancer
than those who do not smoke, and women who smoke are 13 times more likely
to develop lung cancer. This means that
smoking increases the risk of lung cancer
by a factor of 23 times for men and 13
times for women, for any prior risk rate. In
this example, the numbers 23 and 13 are
Bayes Factors that represent the magnitude of increased information (risk) that
can be easily and intuitively compared for
the different groups.
The basic rule for BA (Bayesian hypothesis testing) involves the acceptance of
HA or H0 depending on which has the
greater posterior probability or posterior
odds. Other decision rules are also possible, such as the acceptance of HA if the
posterior odds have exceeded a required
level (cutscore). Or, HA can be accepted if
the Bayes Factor has exceeded a required
level.
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Because data from scientific tests and
experiments is nearly always subject to
expected variability, methods have also
been developed for addressing the influence of expected data variation on BA
outcomes. These methods involve the
calculation of a posterior credible interval
(i.e., analogous to a confidence interval
in the frequentist statistics paradigm).
Calculation of a credible interval can be
accomplished through a variety of methods, and begins with the selection on an
alpha level for statistical significance. As
in the frequentist statistics paradigm, alpha is commonly set at a = .05, where 1
– .05 x 100% = 95%. The credible interval
describes the range in which 95% of test
results are expected to be located, based
on the observed test data, if it were possible to repeat a scientific test or experiment numerous times. A credible interval
describes the expected variability of a
posterior conditional probability or Bayes
Factor, and the H0 is the a priori information.
When making statistical decisions or
classifications using BA with credible intervals, a result is statistically significant
if the a priori value is not contained within
the 95% credible interval. In other words,
a result is significant if the strength of the
boundary or limit of the credible interval
has exceeded the strength of the prior.
When this occurs a scientific test or experiment can be said to have increased
the strength of information in support of
a conclusion or hypothesis. Conversely,
a scientific test or experiment has not
strengthened the information in support

REGULAR FEATURES
of a conclusion or hypothesis when the a
priori value is contained within the credible interval.
Summary and conclusion
The null-hypothesis significance test and
Bayesian analysis are two of the most
common forms of statistical decision
making used to acquire knowledge and
investigate the validity of our scientific
hypotheses and theories about how or
what in reality exists and how the universe works. NHST is a process of stating and testing the null-hypothesis that
would satisfactorily explain reality and
the universe. The null-hypothesis can be
rejected, and the alternative hypothesis
can be supported, if observed data and
evidence is sufficiently weak for the nullhypothesis (p ≤ a). Failing to reject a nullhypothesis is not proof of the null-hypothesis; nor is rejecting a null-hypothesis
proof of the alternative hypothesis. NHST
was a dominant paradigm for scientific
and statistical analysis for much of the
20th century. BA is a process of stating
the strength of a priori information in support of different possible explanations for
reality and the universe (such as a null-hypothesis and alternative hypothesis) and

using Bayes’ theorem to calculate the a
posteriori or strength of the evidence for
the various possible hypotheses. BA permits a convenient and intuitive discussion of the strength of information in support of a hypothesis or conclusion. Bayes
Factor provides an index of the magnitude of change in the strength of information that is resistant to different a priori
information. In recent years the trend has
been towards increased awareness and
caution around the limitations of NHST
and towards alternatives methods. Reasons for this may include the inherent
complexity, limitations, and potential misuse surrounding the interpretation of the
meaning of frequentist p-values, and may
also include the availability of powerful
microcomputers and statistical software.
Changes may also be related to the reduction of friction and controversy within
the scientific and statistical professions,
and the increased recognition of the value and importance of both methods. The
principles and foundations of both NHST
and BA are amenable to both traditional investigative and statistical learning
methods and also to machine learning
and artificial intelligence. Both methods
are likely to remain in use long into the
future.
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MIMICKING A REAL POLYGRAPH EXAMINATION ROOM
20 X 15 CM

Polygraph Art: Creation
Gur Segev Ronen

Creation is an abstract term that describes reference to something as the
product of complex processes of added
subjective value.
The practice of polygraph science has
been going on for more than a century,
during which researchers have studied,
developed and created instruments, techniques, concepts and ideas.
As a member of the global polygraph
community, I was intrigued to find a niche
that deals with a polygraph from the perspective of free work or as one might say
from the angle of art.
Unfortunately, I did not find any documentation of “Polygraph art” from the abstract

angle and after conversations with a number of colleagues, I realized that they, too,
did not know about the “polygraph art”.
To my delight, I found a sympathetic ear
from the publishers to publish in the APA
magazine. They have agreed to give a
platform to some of the works of art that
I have created over the years.
Over the coming period we will present
works of art which their common denominator is the Polygraph.
I hope that the publication will lead other
people to deal with this issue alongside
the important profession we deal with on
a daily basis.
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•
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Detection of Physical Countermeasures of the Mouth and Jaw
Donald J. Krapohl 1 and Will Draughon 2

Few writers few writers have claimed that
physiologically based deception tests are
immune to distortions/artifacts/whatever resulting from physical countermeasures. More circumspect researchers,
even in the early years, acknowledged
that “lie detectors” could have vulnerabilities which needed to be identified and addressed (Benussi, 1914; Reid, 1945). This
possibility was also recognized by critics
of the field and countermeasure instructions appeared in print as early as 1941

(Stewart, 1941). In the interceding decades books and pamphlets have come
and gone with all manner of guidance for
defeating the polygraph. In the past 25
years the trend shifted to websites, podcasts and Youtube videos and there is no
shortage of countermeasure pundits.
Some of the countermeasure recommendations are old chestnuts that offer no
real hope for the desperate liar. Others
are potentially effective, though, espe-

1
APA Past President and regular contributor to this publication. This article is a continuation of the series on Best Practices. Neither author has any financial interest in the technology that is the subject of this article. The opinions expressed
are those of the authors and do not necessarily represent the views of the Capital Center for Credibility Assessment or the
Carbon County Prosecutor’s Office.
2
Recently retired Chief Polygraph Examiner with the Carbon County (UT) Prosecutor’s Office.
3
John Reid (1945) recognized that covert movements could create realistic reactions on the polygraph and he created a
polygraph test chair with sensors to detect them. For reasons that are lost to history the chair never saw widespread use.
It would be another 50 years before his idea was rediscovered.
4
Credit for this innovation goes to Dr. John Rohrbaugh, a noted researcher on laser Doppler vibrometry (LDV). During a
visit to Dr. Rohrbaugh’s lab at Washington University in about 2001 he showed the first author a sheet of piezoic film in the
seat where he placed his research subjects. He explained that the film captured body movements that might create artifacts in his LDV data. The usefulness of piezoic film to detect polygraph countermeasures was instantly obvious. Armed
with this insightful approach the first author encouraged Clint Shahan, a technician at the then-DoD Polygraph Institute
(DoDPI), to create a seat cushion with embedded piezioc film that could communicate with a computerized polygraph.
Mr. Shahan’s developed a prototype cushion that was subsequently tested by the DoDPI examiners. It showed impressive
results. The prototype was then shared with the major instrument manufacturers who went on to devise sensor pads of
their own. The American Polygraph Association now requires motion sensors on all polygraphs used by its members.
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cially with an inattentive or unprepared
polygraph examiner, and harder to detect.
The polygraph profession was aware of
the possibilities of countermeasures,
though real efforts to deal with the problem began only in the late 1990s when it
appeared that convincing reactions could
be created by covert movements being
advocated on websites3. This led to the
motion sensor examiners now placed in
the seats of examinee chairs4.
Another countermeasure strategy is to
use muscles of the mouth and jaw to create reactions. Figure 1 is a traditional
polygraph chart recorded in the field by
the second author. The tracings from

top to bottom are the seat sensor, two
pneumograph tracings, the electrodermal
channel, the cardiograph and the photoplethysmograph (PPG) tracing. We bring
your attention to the electrodermal channel where it appears the electrodermal
response (EDR) to the relevant question
7R has almost the same amplitude as the
EDR to the subsequent comparison question, 6C. The tracings are unremarkable.
There are no signs of distortion or movements in any of the data channels. The
answers are not excessively delayed. The
seat motion sensor does not detect anything irregular. Most examiners would
assign a “0” to the electrodermal channel
for 7R.

Figure 1. Polygraph chart segment from a field examination.
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For Figure 2 we add one more data channel, that for the Masseter Headset which
we will talk more about in the next section. The tracing can be found at the bottom of the figure. As can be seen there
is a spike in the tracing for the Masseter
Headset that takes place simultaneously
with the EDR at 6C. The possibility that
the EDR is in part the result of the movement detected by this sensor cannot be
ignored. A cautious interpretation would
be to ignore the EDR at 6C and score 7R
against 4C, resulting in a negative score.
The second author conducted all the cases highlighted with the chart segments in
this article. He had conducted approximately 1,200 exams prior to using the

Masseter Headset. Since that time, he
has conducted about 1,000 exams with
the headset. He came to wonder how
many of his earlier exams included some
type of undetected mouth, or jaw movement which caused the EDR observed in
Figure 1 at 6C.
While conducting this exam the second
author was immediately aware the Masseter Headset had detected a movement.
Therefore, he knew not to score the EDR
and was able to address and correct the
problem with the examinee immediately.
The specific location of the movement
was not discussed with the examinee. He
was told, “From the bottom of your feet to
the top of your head, please remain still.”

Figure 2. The same chart segment seen in Figure 1, but with the masseter sensor
tracing shown (purple tracing at the bottom of the segment).
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Again, please note the spike in the headset
channel and its correlated EDA response.
This is typical of many of the motion interference points the second author has
witnessed since he began using the Masseter Headset. He has seen some type of
movements from the headset, both large
and small, in about half of his cases. Most
are corrected after a verbal warning. Notice also the standard seat sensor (top of
the segment) in Figure 2 does not appear
to be sensitive to movements in the same
area the Masseter Headset is designed
to monitor. The final analysis of this examinee’s chart series was determined to
be “deception indicated.” A subsequent
interview with this examinee resulted in
a confession to a child sex abuse allegation.

he showed the sensor he had developed,
along with tracings that demonstrated
how his system detected movements of
the mouth and jaw that evoke physiological responses but the movements themselves were invisible save indications detected by his sensor. He dubbed the system the Masseter Headset, “masseter”
for the major jaw muscle often involved
in mouth countermeasures. Some of the
polygraph manufacturers subsequently
began to make available their own commercial versions of Mr. Gaines’s idea5.
Image 1. Prototype Masseter Headset developed by
Mr. Keith Gaines. Image used with kind permission
from Mr. Gaines.

The Masseter Sensor
About a dozen years ago Mr. Keith Gaines
saw the potential for using sensors
placed in stereo headphones to detect
countermeasures of the mouth and jaw.
The work of Honts and his collaborators
(1985) found this type of countermeasure
may help deceivers avoid detection and
is difficult to visually detect. Mr. Gaines
purchased pieces of piezoic film, inserted
them between the cover and padding of
common stereo headphones, ran a wire
along the headphone cables and connected it to a computer polygraph (See
Image 1). In 2007 Mr. Gaines made a presentation at the Annual Seminar of the
American Polygraph Association in which

Field Experience
The second author purchased a Masseter Headset from Lafayette Instruments
in 2014 and used it in all his tests for the
Carbon County (UT) Prosecutor’s Office

As a side note, Mr. Gaines did not profit from his innovation due to his employment with the US Government.
APA Magazine 2020, 53 (1)
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since that time. From the nearly 1,000
examinations with the headset he has developed procedures for the introduction
of the system to the examinee, and for
detecting and addressing countermeasures. This is his approach:
As a part of the pre-test interview, all
equipment/components are reviewed
with the examinee. The last discussed is
the headset which is in plain sight during
the pre-test review of equipment. The examinee is told the headset aids in noise
cancellation which might occur during
the exam. If a loud noise occurs outside
or inside the polygraph suite, the headset
will assist in preventing potential physiological responses. The questions asked
by the examiner will be heard through the
headset and the examinee’s responses
will be recorded through the microphone

attached to the headset. The specific motion sensors in the headset are not discussed, but after all pieces of equipment
are reviewed, the examinee is told that
all equipment connected to them has the
ability to detect movement. Therefore,
during the exam, if the examinee moves
at a critical point, they may be told, “From
the bottom of your feet to the top of your
head, please remain still.” Or, “From the
top of your head to the bottom of your feet
and all in between, please remain still.” It
is vital not to mention the specific area of
the body where movement is detected.
This will avoid having the examinee place
undue focus on that part of the body, relative to potential movement.
Field Cases
The following chart exemplars are from
the archives of field cases conducted by

Figure 3. Chart segment showing movement detected by the Masseter Headset.
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the second author. Included are short discussions of the case and its resolution.
As the second author examined the individual whose chart appears in Figure
3 there were extreme responses thoughout his charts consistent with what you
see in C7. Observe the headset motion
early in the presentation of the question
C7. The correlated response in the EDA is
quite impressive. These types of movements continued throughout this indivi-

dual’s charts. He was repeatedly advised
to remain still but he refused to do so. He
was reported to be uncooperative/noncompliant. During the post-test interview
he made several admissions relative to
prohibited sexual conduct. Once again,
without the Masseter Headset, many of
the reactions observed in C7 could be
mistakenly scored as legitimate responses.
The chart segment in Figure 4 came from
an examination of a convicted sex offen-

Figure 4. Chart segment showing movement detected by the Masseter Headset.

der after his release from prison. If you
look at the headset motion response early in the first presentation of C6 (C6 was
read a second time after the examinee
was advised to remain still), you see significant headset movement for approximately eight seconds. Observe the associated responses in the EDA, cardiograph
and the pneumographs. None of those
responses can be considered legitimate

due to the movement detected by the
Masseter Headset. Once again, without
the headset would some examiners potentially interpret C6 responses as genuine?
Figure 5 is a chart segment from a suspect in a criminal investigation regarding
child sex abuse. The Masseter Headset
detected mouth/jaw movement after the
APA Magazine 2020, 53 (1)
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Figure 5. Chart segment showing movement detected by the Masseter Headset.

answer on 8C. The EDA and cardio responses correspond with the mouth/jaw
movements. Even though most examiners would score 5R and 7R as deceptive
compared to 8C, this chart is further evidence of the headset motion sensor aid-

ing in recognizing responses likely coming from movement. During the post-test
the examinee confessed to the child sex
abuse allegations.
Figure 6 is from an examination of a

Figure 6. Chart segment showing movement detected by the Masseter Headset.
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convicted sex offender, now in the community, who had daily access to a fiveyear-old girl. Note the headset motion
sensor detecting mouth/jaw movement
in C7. Observe the correlated responses
in the EDA and cardiograph channels at
the point of the movement. Without the
headset it would be difficult to determine
if these responses were authentic. These
movements and responses were detected
throughout the examinee’s charts, so he
was interviewed in the post-test and he
subsequently admitted to sexual abuse
of the child in question. His previous sex
conviction involved an adult victim, and
prior to the polygraph examination there
was no reason for the judge to impose a
prohibition on the offender’s access to
children during probation. The judge’s
view changed after receiving the polygraph report, and an additional restriction
against contact with children was added.
Costs and Benefits
The addition of another sensor on the
polygraph is not without some cost.
The most obvious is the purchase of the
headset. There are also issues of maintenance and storage, along with fitting the
headset into the carrying kit with the remaining polygraph sensors for those who
test on the road. It also requires a modification, albeit minor, to the examination
process. Finally, because the headset
touches the examinee’s skin near his or
her face, keeping the pads clean will require an extra step at the end of each session.

These disadvantages are offset, in our
view, by the many advantages Masseter
Headsets provide. Here are the primary
benefits:
• Detection of movements that could
account for physiological responding, covert movements that could
not be detected otherwise.
• External sound sources that might
evoke physiological responding
can be mitigated or blocked by the
headphones. This is an important
consideration where examiners conduct testing in settings where noises
are a known problem (jails, forward
military sites, attorney offices, etc.).
Headphones have the effect of isolating the examinee from external
stimuli in a way that would be more
difficult and expensive if one were to
attempt the same at the room level.
• Headsets also provide a convenient
means for presenting test questions
using the digitized voice available on
almost all computer polygraphs. Automated presentations remove voice
inflections, hesitations and mispronunciations that sometimes accompany live readings of the test questions by the examiner and frees up
the examiner to look at the examinee
instead of the question list.
• Sound amplification through the
headphones may become useful
when testing hearing-impaired examinees.
Similarly, testing with
APA Magazine 2020, 53 (1)
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automated question presentation
through the headset could obviate
the requirement for an interpreter
during testing when the examiner
and examinee do not speak the same
language.
• The software timestamps the question onset and offset of the digitized
voice more precisely and reliably
than can any human serving the
same function manually, granting
more confidence whether a response
onset is timely.
• There is evidence that automated
presentations of test questions may
incrementally improve polygraph
decision accuracy (Honts & Amato,
1999).
• Based on extensive experience with
the Masseter Headset the second
author concludes that most movements detected by the system are
unintentional. Nonetheless these
movements often evoke responses
in the other data channels which
might otherwise be confused with
legitimate responses. The head and
jaw movements primarily affect the
EDA channel, followed by the cardiograph, then the pneumograph and
occasionally the PPG. Intentional
movements (countermeasures) can
also occur and are typically identified by their pattern or targeting. Regardless of the examinee’s intent,
the use of the Masseter Headset
allows examiners to address these
48
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movements with the examinee, ultimately producing more reliable data
for scoring.
Summary
The quest for a better polygraph continues. Improvements are not likely to come
from additional physiological data channels, at least not in the near term. The few
possible additions are currently either prohibitively expensive, intrusive, incompatible with the polygraph testing protocol,
or their contribution would be marginal at
their current state of development. Therefore, improvements may not come from
more data, but simply from reductions
in sources of error in data already being
recorded. The Masseter Headset can address two potential sources of polygraph
error: an under recognized countermeasure strategy, and the effect of uncontrolled noises on physiological reactions
during polygraph testing. Presenting the
digitized voice through the headset also
eliminates human variability in pronunciation and emphasis and ensures nearperfect precision in time stamping that
data. The Masseter Headset, in our view,
is the next advancement in polygraph instrumentation and procedure.
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What is the difference between these two charts?

Only the software they are displayed in...
The charts you see were recorded with a competitor’s instrument and software,
and then imported into the Stoelting CPSpro Fusion Software.
• Worry less about running charts and pay closer attention to the examinee
Using the CPSpro you can spend less time worrying about the polygraph and more time watching the examinee.
When you’re forced to re-center data is lost. CPSpro never re-centers and shows you all of the changes during a chart.
• More efficient chart scoring and faster interrogations
CPSpro automatically formats charts for quicker and more efficient scoring. The time between your last chart and the start
of the interrogation is crucial. With CPSpro you never have to worry about moving tracings or changing gains.

Simply put, the CPSpro is the most advanced
and easy-to-use polygraph system available.
For questions, e-mail Polygraph@StoeltingCo.com, find us on Facebook,
or call: 630.860.9700 / Toll Free (US & Canada): 800.860.9775
For more information, visit www.StoeltingCo.com.
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Practical Polygraph: A Discussion of DLC Question Procedure
and Ironic Process Theory
Raymond Nelson, Mark Handler, Rodolfo Prado and Ben Blalock

Try to pose for yourself this task: not to think of a polar bear, and you will see
that the cursed thing will come to mind every minute.[Fyodor Dostoevsky,
Winter Notes on Summer Impressions, 1863]
Comparison questions are used in psychophysiological detection of deception
(PDD) testing to provide a basis of recorded information to increase the objectivity,
reliability, and reproducibility of analytic
conclusion about deception or truth-telling in response to relevant test questions.
The comparison question test (CQT) was
first described in publication 19391, and

has been the basis of numerical scoring
systems since 19622,3.
The CQT differs from earlier PDD test formats in the use of a comparison question against which responses to relevant
questions can be juxtaposed for analysis.
A comparison question is a polygraph test
question intended to provide innocent or

1
Summers (1939) first described the use of a PDD format that included – though terminology was slightly different – a
question sequence of three relevant question interspersed with three comparison question and three neutral questions,
repeated three times. Use of the comparison question and comparison question test was promoted and popularized within
the polygraph profession by Reid (1947), and others including Backster (1963) researchers at the University of Utah (Raskin
& Hare, 1978; Kircher & Raskin, 1988; Bell, Raskin, Honts & Kircher, 1999), the U.S. Department of Defense (2006a), and the
American Polygraph Association (2011).
2
Kubis (1962) first described the use of a Likert (1932) type integer scale to transform the recorded physiological data into
numerical values. Use of numerical scoring and Likert type numerical transformations using a 7-position scale was promoted and popularized within the polygraph profession by Backster (1963), along with researchers at the University of
Utah (Bell, Raskin, Honts & Kircher, 1999; Kircher & Raskin, 1988; Raskin & Hare, 1978). The 7-position scoring methods
was later modified to become a more objective 3-position ordinal rank scoring method by VanHerk (1990) and the U.S. Department of Defense (2006b), and subsequently became the basis for the Empirical Scoring System (Nelson, 2017; Nelson,
Krapohl & Handler, 2008; Nelson et. al., 2011).
3
Refer to Krapohl (1996) for a discussion about the evolution of terminology applied to these questions.
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truthful persons an opportunity to answer
a greater response-inducing question in
relation to the investigation target stimulus or relevant question. The analytic theory of PDD testing is that greater changes
in physiological activity are loaded at different types of test stimuli as a function
of deception or truth-telling in response
to relevant target stimuli4. Reactions to
the test target stimuli can be compared
with responses to comparison stimuli to
calculate a statistical classifier for deception or truth-telling.
An important advantage of the CQT is
that, in contrast to earlier test formats,
it more readily accommodates some of
the basic principles of scientific decision-making. One of those principles is
the notion that all conclusions about the
meaning of data from a scientific test or
experiment are made with regard to other
possible conclusions. Another important
principle is that transformation of recorded data to numerical values, whether linear or non-parametric, can increase
the objectivity and reliability of analytic
conclusions compared to unstructured
putative expert judgment. The purpose
of any comparison question is to provide
a basis of comparison that can support
a more objective and reproducible numerical transformation and analysis of
responses to relevant questions that de-

scribe the investigation target issues of
a PDD examination. The CQT remains the
most commonly used form of polygraph
technique for both diagnostic exams –
conducted in the context of a known allegation or incident – and screening exams
– conducted in the absence of a known
allegation or incident.
Two basic types of comparison questions
are in use today: probable lie comparison
(PLC) questions, and directed lie comparison (DLC) questions. For PLC questions
the examinee is manipulated into answering NO where it is assumed that this verbal response is most probably incorrect.
For DLC questions the examinee is instructed to answer NO though it is established and known that this answer is incorrect. Like all PDD questions, both PLC
and DLC questions must be carefully reviewed during the PDD pretest interview.
For reasons, both ethical and scientific,
there are no un-reviewed questions during PDD testing. Of these two types, the
PLC is subject to greater controversy due
to their inherently manipulative use and
presentation. Some examiners mistakenly believe that PLCs will be ineffective
unless adapted or customized to the individual and case circumstances. This has
led to expressions of concern and criticism among scientists about standardization and reliability5. DLC questions are

Although discussed with regard to the CQT in this example, this analytic theory can also be applied to the concealed
information test (CIT), for which the different types of stimuli are the key-question and non-key question, and also to
the relevant-irrelevant test (RIT), for which the different types of stimuli are those to which a person may be deceptive or
truthful. See Nelson (2016) for a discussion of this analytic theory.
5
Refer to NRC (2003) for more information.
4
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more easily standardized and may offer
some advantages because their effective use is less reliant upon psychosocial
manipulation and subjectivity. However,
no published information suggests any
significant difference between the effect
sizes for the two types of comparison
question6,7.
Neither DLC or PLC questions should be
misinterpreted as premised on an assumption that the polygraph measures
lies per se. While past discussions about
PLC questions have tended to emphasize
emotion as a source of response, more
recent discussion has centered on a plurality of factors that may contribute to
responses to PDD test questions – both
relevant and comparison. These include
emotion, cognition or mental activity, and
behavioral conditioning. It is neither possible nor necessary to know the exact
emotion or exact cause of any emotion8.
In the same way, it is neither possible nor
necessary to know the exact details of
all mental activity and the various cognitive factors – which may include memory, attention, decision, novelty, and other
factors – related to PDD test stimuli. Although we may want to know the details
of an examinee’s involvement in behav-

iors described by the relevant questions
(RQs), it is similarly not necessary nor
possible to know the exact details of a
person’s behavioral experience related to
the comparison questions (CQs).
Polygraph theory
To appreciate how polygraphs are intended to work, it is important to understand
(1) the theory of the polygraph test, (2)
relevant questions and their construction, and (3) the two types of comparison
questions. The theory of PDD testing is
premised on the fact that humans generate recordable physiological reactions
to investigation target stimuli – the RQs
as well as to the CQs. The analytic theory
of PDD testing is that greater changes in
physiological activity are loaded at different types of test stimuli (i.e., RQs and
CQs) as a function of deception or truthtelling in response to relevant target stimuli9. RQs refer to the investigation target
issue, or topic of the polygraph examination, and are reviewed during the pretest
interview. CQs – whether DLC or PLC –
are questions regarding integrity and deception in general and must also be carefully reviewed and correctly introduced
in order to produce the desired effect.

Refer to NRC (2003) for more information.
Refer to Blalock, Nelson, Hander & Shaw (2011; 2012) for a discussion of the published literature on DLC questions.
7
Some earlier discussions “exclusive” or “non-exclusive” types of PLC questions. However, scientific studies have not supported the assumption of any real difference in effect-sizes from these two (Amsel, 1999; Honts & Reavy, 2009; Horvath &
Palmatier, 2008; Horvath, 1988; Palmatier, 1991). Consequently, the discussion is moot for the exclusive CQ hypothesis, as
it is not supported by evidence. Field practices have evolved to include both exclusive and non-exclusive CQs as indicated
by individual circumstances. Discussion of PLC question herein includes both exclusive and non-exclusive types.
8
See Khan, Nelson Handler (2009) along Handler, Shaw and Gougler (2010) and Handler, Deichman, Kuczek, Hoffman and
Nelson (2013) for further discussion about emotion and cognition in PDD testing.
9
Refer to Nelson (2016) for a discussion of this analytic theory.
5

6
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Many decades of study have confirmed
the practical value and validity of this
analytical theory – having shown that responses are loaded sufficiently to permit
probabilistic inferences about deception
that exceed chance expectations. The
analytic theory of the PDD and CQT is the
same whether comparison questions are
of the PLC or DLC variety, and the same
despite differences in their introduction
and usage.
It is assumed that all test subjects want
to pass the polygraph test – that is their
goal. The test questions function as a
challenge to the test subject’s goal of
passing the test. The amount of mental
effort required to answer a test question
truthfully or correctly versus deceptively
(or incorrectly) has been discussed as an
underlying mechanism for the physiological reactions to test questions. In this
model, cognitive activity is associated
with the challenge to the examinee’s goal
of passing the test, and gives rise to the
changes in physiological activity that are
observed and recorded during PDD testing. Questions that require more mental
activity (because of a deceptive or incorrect answer) will, in general, produce the
larger physiological responses10.
Relevant Questions.
Effective use or selection of investigation
targets and formulation of RQs is fundamental to the effectiveness of the CQT.

RQs will describe the examinee’s involvement in the specific behaviors under investigation. RQs should be clear, concise
and behaviorally descriptive so that a
truthful person is sure they are answering truthfully. Answering truthfully to RQs
should require little mental effort. If an
RQ is overly broad, a truthful person may
engage in excessive or unwanted mental
activity due to confusion or ambiguity, or
due to uncertainty about whether their answer is correct or true. It is possible that
ineffectively formulated RQs can induce
physiological responses from truthful
persons that may be quantitatively similar to those of deceptive persons.
This cognitive effort hypothesis assumes
that persons who answer truthfully to the
RQs will be required to engage in mental
activity that differs quantitatively from
persons who are engaging in deception.
Although it is difficult to evaluate directly
the qualitative or quantitative content of
responses to RQs, quantitative differences can be observed more easily by comparing responses to RQs with responses
to CQs. This model also includes the possibility that quantitative differences in
CQs may occur as a function of deception or truth-telling in response to RQs –
where the cognitive demands of the RQs
draw mental resources away from the
CQs. It is also likely that emotional and
behavioral conditioning factors play a
role in differential responses to PDD test
stimuli. Regardless of the exact mecha-

Refer to Barland and Raskin (1973), Craig (1998), Day and Rourke (1974), Kircher (1983), and Waid, Orne, Cook and Orne
(1978) for more information about the role of attention and cognitive activity in PDD testing.

10
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nism of difference, studies have supported the analytic theory of the polygraph for
the greater part of a century, and the differential salience of the RQs and CQs can
be inferred, coded numerically, and used
to calculate a statistical classifier for deception or truth-telling. The process of introducing the CQs can be considered of
equal importance with the selection and
introduction of RQs.
PLC Questions.
CQs are intended to generate mental activity. As with RQs, CQs may also invoke
emotional content and responses due to
behavioral experience. Correct use of CQs
is fundamental to the effectiveness of the
CQT. As mentioned earlier, there are currently two approaches to the preparation
and presentation of the comparison question that are generally accepted. Comparison questions can be presented as either
a PLC or as a DLC question. As shown in
Table 1, the preparation and presentation
will differ for DLC and PLC questions.
In the PLC approach, the examinee is
manipulated by the examiner during the
pre-test interview into denying transgressions that are often topically similar to
that addressed by the RQs. For example,
if the relevant questions address a reported theft of an object of value, a PLC comparison question might be, “Have you ever
stolen anything from another person?” It
is also common to use the general topics of lying and dishonesty as information
11

or topical content for CQs. For example:
“Have you ever told a serious lie to get out
of trouble with people in authority?”
PLC questions are reviewed with a demeanor of subtle or overt judgement towards others who have engaged in the
activities described by the PLCs. Examiners will give a plausible reason for the
inclusion of the CQs in the PDD testing
procedure. Most examinees will want to
convey a positive impression of themselves to the examiner – or they will at
least cooperate superficially. The social
dynamics of the PDD testing situation is
used to discourage examinees from making admissions, and to maneuver them
into an answer that is most likely untrue
– a probable lie. Examinees can also be
maneuvered to agree that a test should
be developed so as to provide them an
opportunity to show that they are a trustworthy person for whom the alleged theft
or crime is uncharacteristic or unlikely 11.
In the review of PLC questions, the examiner will emphasize to the examinee that
they must pass every question to pass
the test – often stating to the examinee
that they will fail the test if they lie to any
question. This is intended to create the
dilemma for the truthful person – and a
perceived barrier to passing the test – in
that they have falsely denied the behavior described by the PLC question. For example: “Have you ever lied to anyone who
was trying to trust you?” For persons engaging in deception the RQs are expected

Refer to Raskin and Honts (2002) for more information on the CQT.
APA Magazine 2020, 53 (1)
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to be the greatest barrier – for reasons
that may involve both cognition, emotion,
and behavioral experience – to passing
the test, whereas the PLC questions are
merely a procedural aspect of the test.
Done effectively, truthful examinees will
be cognitively and emotionally uncertain
about their answers to PLC questions –
they may be aware of having somehow
been tricked into lying to the comparison
questions during the pretest interview –
and, ideally, will believe they may fail the
test because of their responses to the
PLCs.
Truthful persons should, ideally, know
they are telling the truth in response to
the narrowly constructed and behaviorally descriptive RQs. As before, the mental
activity or cognitive loading hypothesis
holds that truthful persons will be more
focused on, and will engage in increased
mental activity, when responding to CQs
than when answering truthfully to the
RQs. Deceptive persons are expected
to focus greater attention on, and exert

more mental effort in response to, the
RQs and the need to appear truthful than
to the CQs. This is because – having engaged in the investigation target behavior
as described – the RQs present the most
substantial barrier to passing the test.
Persons who are engaging in deception
in response to RQs are thus expected to
produce greater changes in physiological activity to the relevant than to comparison questions. Truthful persons are
expected to produce greater changes in
physiological activity in response to PLC
questions. Due to the complex social dynamics – which can involve both education and training and mission priorities
for professionals, in addition to the potential for mental health, level of functioning,
and developmental considerations for examinees – and the ethics of manipulation
when using PLC questions, some scientists and credibility assessment experts
have expressed concern about PLC questions12,13. Despite these concerns, there is
a substantial body of laboratory and field

Raskin and Honts (2002) wrote about this, and suggested that DLC questions were developed, in part, as an effective alternative to the PLC for these reasons.
14
Concern has also been expressed toward the traditional fear-hypothesis for PLC questions, which emphasized emotion
and fear of detection and consequences as the basis of response. Problems with this older hypothesis are numerous, and
included the fact there are plausible reasons why a truthful or innocent person may experience greater fear of RQs than
CQs. More importantly, PDD sensors and signal processing methods cannot differentiate the emotion of fear from anger,
disgust or other strong emotions. Although emotions of different types may be a factor in responses, PDD technology cannot determine the reasons for an emotional experience or response. The traditional fear-hypotheses is also problematic
because it ignores the role of cognition and behavioral conditioning, focuses solely on emotion as the basis of response,
relies on problematic use of the psychiatric term anxiety, relies heavily on the subjective experience of apprehension, and
conveys an impression that PDD questions and PDD testing equate to a threat to an examinee’s survival. Also, the fear hypothesis cannot adequately account for the similar effect sizes for PLC and DLC questions – prompting a need to update
the working theory in lieu of rejecting or ignoring empirical evidence. Although perhaps useful at the time it was introduced, this older hypothesis no longer provides a satisfactory understanding or explanation for PDD testing. Contemporary PDD theory emphasizes a plurality of factors, including emotion, cognition and behavioral experience, emphasizes
a testable and falsifiable statement of the effects that are expected to be observable in recorded test data, and attempts a
discussion that can accommodate empirical evidence suggesting similar effect sizes for PLC and DLC questions. [Refer to
Nelson (2016) for further discussion of polygraph theory.]
13
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research that supports the validity of the
CQT and PLC questions14.

test if they do not attend to and respond
properly to the DLC questions.

DLC Questions.

One of the advantages of DLC questions
is that the PDD test can be conducted in
a factual and straightforward manner. Another advantage of the DLC approach is
the potential for greater standardization
– they are less reliant upon psychological manipulation and individual personality than PLC questions. However, examiner skill in understanding and using DLC
questions will remain an important factor.
DLC questions must be introduced correctly, or truthful and innocent examinees
may easily fail to appreciate how important these questions are to their test results.

In the DLC approach, the examiner instructs the person to answer NO to the
CQs15. The subject is told that it is important for the examiner to observe the normally expected physiological responses
to the DLCs, otherwise the test will be
inconclusive , which will mean that they
won’t pass the test. A note here: many
people will simplistically accept that answering NO to a DLC is a lie. Although the
NO, answer is incorrect, it is not actually
a lie. A lie is an attempt to deceive another, to convince another to believe some
statement or information that is factually
inconsistent with reality. Examinees answer NO to DLC questions because they
are instructed to do so. The DLC question is simply a procedure – for which the
name of the procedure is directed-lie –
used to elicit physiological responses for
comparison with physiological responses
to the RQs. Notwithstanding this philosophical and epistemological nuance, examiners will, as part of the DLC procedure,
explain to the examinee that, in fact, DLC
questions are equally as important to the
test results as are the questions about
the investigation target issue. Examinees
will increase their risk of not passing the

From a practical perspective, and for
standardization, it is sometimes useful to
organize the use of DLCs into a coherent
process. Without a coherent and organized understanding of the DLC process
there may be an increased risk that ineffective adaptations of the DLC question
may contribute to problematic CQT outcomes. Nevertheless, while structure and
organization are important, effective use
of both DLC and PLC questions may require that the process be executed in a
fluid and natural dialogue and not as a robotic or mechanized step-by-step procedure. Table 1 shows an outline of the basic processes for introducing DLC ques-

Readers are directed to the meta-analytic survey of validated polygraph techniques (American Polygraph Association,
2011) for more information. Also, see Offe and Offe (2007) for more information and the results of an experimental test of
the analytic theory of the CQT.
15
Refer to Menges (2004) for a brief history on DLC questions.
16
See Raskin and Honts (2002).
14
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tions, in parallel with a process for PLC
questions. Again, published studies have

failed to show significant differences in
effect sizes for PLC and DLC questions17.

Table 1. Outline of the DLC and PLC processes.

Both DLC and PLC questions begin with
an introduction of a question topic about
a category of behavior related to honesty
and integrity, or related in a general way to
the investigation target issue. Both procedures review the question topic with a
defined objective – to normalize (DLC) or
stigmatize (PLC) the topic. DLC questions
seek assent or endorsement of the topic,
while PLC questions seek denial or avoidance of the topic. DLC questions rely on
simple and clear instructions to answer
incorrectly, whereas PLC questions rely
on psychological manipulation to solicit
a response that is assumed to be incorrect (i.e., a probable lie). Procedures for
both the DLC and PLC question include a
review of the exact language of the question that will be asked during PDD test
data collection, and both procedures include a review, prior to the onset of the
data collection, of the examinee’s intended verbal response. Both DLC and PLC

questions are formulated as closed questions – typically soliciting a NO answer –
and require no other talking or discussion
during data collection.
DLC questions produce physiological reactions and effect sizes similar to PLC
questions, and can be understood as
subject to some of the same psychological factors as PLC questions. The mental
effort hypothesis holds that persons who
are innocent and truthful in response to
the RQs and investigation target issues
will devote attention and mental activity
to the DLC questions because these may
present the greatest barrier or challenge
to their goal of passing the test. As with
PLC questions, it is likely that emotion,
behavioral experience, memory, and possibly other psychological factors will also
play some role in psychophysiological response to DLC questions.

Refer to Blalock Nelson, Handler and Shaw (2011; 2012) for a more complete review and discussion of the literature and
arguments on PLC and DLC questions.

17
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Regardless of whether field practitioners
use DLC or PLC questions, we can expect
that any unidimensional theory or hypothesis may be inadequate to explain the
complexities of human psychology and
physiology. Instead, it is more likely that
an integration of various psychological
theories and perspectives may be useful
to more completely and more adequately
understand the correlation between observable and recordable physiological reactions and PDD test questions.
Ironic process theory and DLC questions
Ironic process theory (IPT) refers to a psychological phenomenon wherein deliberate attempts to suppress or avoid certain
thoughts or emotions can induce the
paradoxical or ironic effect. This results
in increasing their occurrence or causing
a person to become more immediately or
acutely aware of those thoughts or emotions18. IPT may provide interesting insight on the results of a study conducted
in the middle east wherein DLC questions
worked well with examinees who were
also polygraph examiners19. IPT is potentially useful to PDD examiners in that it
can help to understand and formulate an
approach to DLC question formulation
that requires neither overt psychological
manipulation nor intrusion beyond the
scope of the investigation target or referral issue.

The following is an example dialogue for
each stage of the DLC process. An outside
observer might be struck by the transparent nature of this procedure.
1. Introduce and normalize a DLC topic.
Now it’s important to listen carefully, because this is something
that is quite normal. People are
only human, and that means all
people are imperfect. People
make mistakes. People make errors. Most normal people have
made a mistake or error, and most
of the time they take responsibility and fix it. But most normal
people have also had some situation in which they may have
made a mistake or an error and
then kept it secret, or maybe they
even told a lie about it. It’s unfortunately common. People do the
best they are capable of, and it’s
sometimes not perfect. If you are
like most people, then you may
have had this kind of situation.
Most people, including those
who are honest and truthful, have
had such an experience where
they have committed some mistake or error, and then, instead of
accepting responsibility for the
situation, they may have kept it
a secret or maybe even told a lie
about it. Now perhaps this was

Readers are directed to Wegner (1989; 1994; 2009) along with Wegner and Schneider (2003), Wegner, Schneider, Carter
and White (1987) and Wenzlaff and Wegner (2000) for information on cognitive suppression. Refer to Gross and Levenson
(1993) and Geraerts, Merckelbach, Jelicic and Smeets (2006) for information and discussion on emotional suppression.
19
See Nelson, Handler, Blalock & Hernandez (2012).
18
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as a young person, or, quite often,
even as an adult.
The first objective, when introducing a
DLC question, is to normalize the DLC
topic for the examinee. It is important to
note that to normalize a DLC topic is not
to trivialize its importance on the exam. It
is also important that examiners convey
the notion that DLC questions are equal in
importance with RQs. Most importantly,
each DLC topic must be introduced without criticism or stigma. A good strategy
is to use common and comfortable language while introducing the topic, while
being careful to avoid expression of disapprobation or reproach.
One way to increase the social comfort
of an examinee while introducing a topic
of potential discomfort is to make careful
use of platitudes. Platitudes are superficial statements, often meaningless and
factually unnecessary, that convey no actual message or information. Social platitudes can have the effect of increasing
interpersonal comfort by stopping and
replacing other, potentially more authentic, thoughts and communication. For example: the phrase “Hi, how are you” can
be used as a friendly greeting, for which
a common response is “fine, and how are
you,” with little actual interest in the details of each other’s recent experiences.
Platitudes allow people to interact in socially comfortable ways. Social platitudes
can be useful because they allow people
to greet each other and make contact in
a friendly manner that also allows people
to anticipate the quality and context of
60
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the ensuing interaction. In the context of
introducing a DLC question, in the sample
dialog above, phrases such as “like most
people” are intended to reduce stigma,
normalize the topic, and increase the
comfort of the examinee. Done effectively, the topic will be introduced in a manner that does not prompt the examinee to
assume a posture of denial or avoidance
toward the DLC topic. Done effectively,
the examinee will assent and endorse the
DLC topic.
DLC topics are often related to integrity
and deception. Following are some examples of DLC topics related to integrity and
honesty.
• Secrecy or dishonesty to hide or
avoid responsibility for a mistake or
error.
• Secrecy or dishonesty to avoid responsibility for violating rules or regulations.
• Secrecy or dishonesty to avoid
shame or embarrassment.
• Secrecy or dishonesty to impress
others or make yourself look better.
The use of other DLC topics is also possible and DLC topics can sometimes be
quite similar to PLC topics.
• Telling lies to people who loved or
trusted you.
• Telling lies to a family member or

SPECIAL FEATURES
friend.
• Telling lies to anyone in a position
of authority.
• Telling lies to avoid consequences.
2. Obtain the examinee’s assent and endorsement.
What I want you to do is just to
think carefully about your past,
your entire lifetime. You, like all
people must have a lot of experiences. Some great, some not so
great. So now, just tell me if you
have ever had that type of experience. Have you ever done that or
had that type of situation?
If the DLC topic is introduced and normalized in the correct way – using comfortable words, comfortable language, and
comfortable platitudes – the examinee
will answer YES, or will indicate their assent or endorsement in some manner.
If an examinee does not endorse a DLC
topic, it is often best to simply discard the
planned DLC and select an alternative topic. It is sometimes useful for field practitioners to have a short list of planned DLC
topics along with another short list of alternative DLC topics to use in the event
that an examinee will not endorse one or
more of the intended DLC topics. The following is an example of a list of alternative DLC topics.
• Ever making errors or mistakes.

• Violation of traffic laws (may not be
useful in some cities or locales).
• Being disloyal to anyone.
• Engaging in lies or deception.
• Disappointing anyone.
Alternate DLC topics may tend to be even
more commonplace and simple than
planned DLC topics. When an examinee
does not endorse a second, alternate,
DLC topic it may be an indication of other
problems – possibly indicating an examinee who is deceptive or intends on nothing more than superficial compliance
with the PDD testing process, and also
possibly indicating that an examiner has
been ineffective at comfortably normalizing a DLC topic. Regardless, in this case,
selection of a PLC testing strategy may
be more effective than continuing to attempt to work with DLC topics.
3.Advise the examinee about the DLC
topic.
Now listen, whatever that was
that happened, whatever you did,
I do not need you tell me exactly
what it was, or exactly who was involved. I don’t need you to tell me
exactly what your reasons were,
or even exactly what the situation
was. All of that is not what this
test is all about.
The objective at this point is to bring some
information about that memory or past
APA Magazine 2020, 53 (1)
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behavior more prominently into the examinee’s attention and awareness. However, it is neither necessary nor desirable
to attempt to verify some memory of past
behavior by soliciting the details. Having
endorsed the DLC topic, examinees have
already acknowledged some memory,
whether vague or explicit, of some past
behavior or incident that is consistent
with the DLC topic.
In this example DLC dialog, you can observe the use of IPT in that subtle emphasis is given to the word exactly. The overt
content of the communication conveys
that the examinee should not provide the
details regarding the behavior and statements at the time, other persons involved,
context or situation, and motivation. However, IPT makes use of the fact that people generally know what serious faults,
transgressions, and shameful or embarrassing details they would prefer never
to reveal to others – especially strangers,
colleagues and professionals who may
exercise some form of judgement. For
example, telling a person “it is not necessary for you to tell me your most personally embarrassing and shameful secret”
can produce the paradoxical or ironic effect of alerting or prompting their working
memory to some awareness of details
that were previously compartmentalized
out of conscious awareness. Discussion
of this type, using the principles of IPT,
can prompt an examinee to recall important details, can do so in a manner that
maintains the personal privacy and dignity of the examinee, and is not intrusive
into personal issues that are outside the
62
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scope of a required investigation. Moreover, IPT allows us to begin to rely on unstated information as a basis of response
to DLC questions.
4. Instruct the examinee to answer NO.
It’s important that you to listen
carefully to this question, and
make sure you answer NO. Do you
understand? OK, let’s practice this
question…
A strategy that is sometimes useful is to
instruct the examinee to listen carefully
or think carefully at each stage of the process. This must be done skillfully to avoid
adopting an authoritarian demeanor prior
to PDD test data acquisition. Done effectively, it can convey importance and
increase an examinee’s awareness of
the need to listen carefully, and may also
increase the attention and conscious
awareness of examinees who may have
intended on not listening carefully as a
form of strategic faking.
As discussed earlier, answering NO to a
DLC question may be incorrect, but is not,
in an epistemological sense, an act of deception. In other words, the examinee is
not attempting to deceive the examiner
when answering NO as instructed. Said
differently, a DLC question, and the examinee’s responses to a DLC question is a
procedure. Answering NO to a DLC question is incorrect, but is not actually a lie.
This is in no way problematic, because
the polygraph does not measure or detect
lies per se. Polygraph, like other scientific
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tests, measures and quantifies responses
to test stimuli and enable us to make categorical classifications based on probabilistic inferences and correlations. Regardless of this nuance, if the examinee refers
to a NO answer to a DLC question as a lie
it will be a convenience to accept the examinee’s usage, - perhaps by responding
“exactly like that” - and proceed without
admonishing or correcting this detail.
5. Review the question and practice the
answer.
As an adult, did you ever make a
mistake and then keep a secret or
tell a lie about it? (NO)
Taking the time to carefully introduce
each DLC question will ensure that examinees who are truthful or innocent, and
who wish to cooperate, are prepared to
understand and participate correctly in
PDD testing. Although it may be possible
to simply read a DLC question and instruct
the examinee to answer NO in a matter
of a few seconds, short-cutting the introduction of DLC questions may increase
the likelihood of problematic testing outcomes, including an unknown increase in
potential for inconclusive results as well
as for a false-positive or false-negative error. A carefully developed understanding
of DLC questions and DLC procedure is
among the most important ways to maximize the effectiveness of the polygraph
test. Additionally, beginning each DLC
similarly (and different from the RQ) may
help the examinee more quickly recognize
the question as a one to which they must

respond incorrectly. This can be accomplished using time bars on DLC questions
that differ from those of the RQs, and can
also be done by strategically using phrases such as “did you...” or “did you ever...”
for RQs and “have you ever…” for CQs.
6. Repeat steps 1-4 separately for each
DLC question.
Pay careful attention now, because we are going to review another question similar to this one,
but just slightly different in focus.
It may be tempting to review and practice
all DLC questions together, thereby relieving the burden of making a separate introduction, soliciting a separate endorsement and providing a separate instruction for each DLC. However, this is not advisable. The process of introducing DLC
questions should be considered equally
as important as the topic and content of
the DLC questions and verbal answers
to DLC questions. DLC questions themselves are unlikely to replace the role and
importance of the polygraph examiner in
assuring that each examinee correctly
understands the content and the importance of the DLC questions. Taking the
time to carefully (lather, rinse and repeat)
introduce each DLC topic and question
will provide an opportunity for an examiner to convey the importance of these
questions, in in the same way that carefully reviewing the RQs will ensure that
examinees with understand and respond
correctly to the topic or target of the investigation.
APA Magazine 2020, 53 (1)
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7. Further explain the need for these
questions.
The reason I will ask you these
questions is this: I want to see
what your body does when you
answer these questions. I want
to know that your body is capable of reacting correctly when
you lie to those other questions.
I want to know that you will react. If you your body doesn’t
react to those questions, you
could possibly lie to the questions about the (relevant issue)
and remain un-noticed, and that
would be a problem. Now, if for
some reason your body cannot
react correctly to these questions, then that could be a problem for you because you are going to have an inconclusive test.
If you are telling the truth today
then you do not want an inconclusive test, because that is not
a passed test. If you are telling
the truth about (relevant issue)
then I want you to have the best
results possible. So, I want to observe and record what happens
and how you react when you answer these questions incorrectly. So, listen carefully to each
of these questions, and answer
just the way we have discussed
and practiced. It is not necessary to make your body do anything. Just make sure that you
listen carefully to every question
and answer ‘NO’ just the way we
64
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have discussed. Whether you
are telling the truth or lying your
body will do what it is supposed
to do. Do you understand?
PDD professionals who fully understand
this process will execute it in a natural
and fluid dialog – without explicitly emphasizing or conveying the structure and
organization. This will be the most effective way to encourage truthful and innocent persons to cooperate authentically
during the test. An overly mechanized
or step-by-step execution can become
problematic in that it may encourage a
similar step-by-step form of participation and response during testing, and this
may contribute to the appearance of unnatural, inauthentic, or feigned behavioral
responses during testing. Although persons engaging in deception can often be
expected to participate in ways that are
superficially cooperative, the goal of the
examiner will be to engage the examinee
in a natural, though planned, dialog that
will enable truthful and innocent persons
to participate in a cooperative and natural
manner during the recording and acquisition of PDD test data.
An easily avoidable failure mode can occur when an examiner has become bored
with the process (as if polygraph work
could ever become boring) and introduces the DLC questions while conveying the
notion that they are not important and
therefore deserve little time and attention. This is not limited to DLC questions,
and can occur for all types of PDD questions. The caution against professional
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boredom cannot be overstated.
Some truthful and innocent examinees,
because of the stress and acuity of the
PDD examination, can have a heightened
sense of social vigilance and may take notice of professional boredom and rote behavior. This may inadvertently lead them
to conclude that DLC questions are not
important. Competent expert PDD professionals will remain interested in their
work, including each exam, each examinee, each step in the process and each
question. For this reason, as discussed
above, we consider it best practice to introduce and review each DLC question
individually, carefully attending to the objectives of the DLC process at each stage.
The end goal of the examiner will be to engage the examinee in attending to each
of the DLC questions.
An important aspect of effective interviewing is the rapport or connection between persons. It is important to keep
the dialogue and discussion natural and
fluid throughout the introduction of the
DLC questions – and throughout the pretest interview. Examiners should strive to
avoid a rigidly scripted presentation that
can easily telegraph the fact that one is
interviewing-on-autopilot.
Interviewers
who talk past, to, at or above others will
be at risk for misinterpreting superficial
compliance for rapport and will inevitably
be less effective at than those who talk
and listen with others.
Summary and discussion

It is likely that both PLC and DLC questions will continue to be used in polygraph field practice, long into the future.
Both PLC and DLC questions require skill,
training and some experience. However,
DLC questions are easier to learn and
easier to standardize because they are
less on dependent individual personality
or examiner subjectivity as variables that
may influence their effective use. DLCs
have been used in field polygraph examinations for almost 60 years. Numerous
studies have shown the effectiveness of
DLC questions in different languages and
cultures involving almost two dozen researchers and scientists, including both
laboratory and field studies, and involving
everything from multiple issue screening
topics to the most serious crimes in society. We have provided a discussion of
both PLC and DLC questions, along with a
parallel process outline for the two types
of CQs. We have also briefly discussed
the analytic theory of the PDD test, and
the goal-attainment hypothesis and mental-effort hypothesis – both of which can
be applicable to PLC and DLC questions.
In addition, we introduce Ironic Process
Theory as it applies to the PDD test and
the introduction of DLC questions.
Although not discussed at length, IPT
may also be helpful to understanding the
psychological basis of PLC questions,
as well as towards understanding other
known phenomena during PDD interviewing and testing. Examples include why

Goodson et. al., (2014) published the results of a study showing that the discussion of breathing instructions during the
pretest interview was correlated with a greater frequency of respiratory artifacts and artifacts that were judged as possible
countermeasures.
20
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the discussion of breathing activity may
contribute to increased problems with
respiration data20 and why innocent persons who attempt countermeasure may
increase their chances of producing test
data that is interpreted as indicative of
deception . IPT may also provide a mechanism for increased understanding of the
responses of deceptive persons when answering relevant questions during PDD
testing, but that is beyond the scope of
this manuscript and may be a topic for
another publication.
IPT is a simple theory with potentially
simple mechanisms for usage in the PDD
context, with practical application to DLC
questions. We showed a series of sample
dialogues for the process of introducing
DLC questions using IPT, and provided
explanations and rationale for effective
usage along with points of caution about
potential misunderstanding and misuse.
These examples, and the related discussion and information are not intended to
be taken as dogma, and should not be interpreted as intended to convey the only
correct way to make effective use of DLC
questions. There are, without doubt, other ways to introduce both DLC and PLC
questions. Also, although it is sometimes
necessary and helpful to discuss flaws in
our applied theories and hypotheses as
these become known, we do not, at this
time, suggest that IPT or any theory is superior to other viable theories as applied
to the PDD testing context. There are,
without doubt, a variety of psychological

theories that can be applied to PDD testing. It is our view that IPT is compatible
with other operational theories such as
mental-effort and goal-attainment, and
that it can be useful to field practitioners
to add another layer of interesting discussion to our present understanding of both
DLC and PLC questions.
The CQT remains the most commonly
used form of polygraph technique for both
diagnostic and screening polygraphs.
Part of the reason for the prevalence of
this is that CQT formats are easily amenable to numerical and statistical analysis methods that have served to make the
polygraph test more objective and make
polygraph test results more reliable and
reproducible. Despite decades of use in
both research and field practice, some
confusion persists around both PLC and
DLC field practices. The most obvious
point of confusion is whether the polygraph records, measures, or detects lies
per se; it does not. Another point of confusion and discussion has been the psychological basis of responses to RQs and
CQs. It is our hope that discussion of DLC
questions, and this introduction to IPT,
will be of some value.
All scientific tests are intended to quantify some phenomena of interest that
cannot be subject to perfect deterministic observation or direct physical measurement. All scientific tests make use of
proxy information that is correlated with
those phenomena of interest, though not

For summaries of the published literature on polygraph countermeasures, refer to Handler, Honts & Goodson (2015), and
Nelson (2015) and NRC (2003).
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of itself the phenomena. Scientific tests
are not expected to be infallible, and are
only expected to quantify the level of confidence, margin of uncertainty, or strength
of information in support of a conclusion
or test result.
Amenability of the polygraph test to reli-

able forms of analysis is, in large part, a
function of the PLC and DLC questions. It
is our hope that this manuscript may help
to fill a gap in published information that
reflects contemporary knowledge and
contemporary PDD field practice with the
CQT and DLC questions.
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Throughout the existence of polygraph
studies, practitioners and scholars have
sought to improve the accuracy and reliability of test results obtained when using certain methodological approaches.
Most research has been done over the
last 40 years to identify the types of
changes in physiological activity that
have made it possible to scientifically
substantiate the use of polygraphs, confirm the validity of certain techniques,
establish numerical thresholds for decision making, and develop recommendations and rules that would allow for maximum accuracy of polygraph test results.
Polygraph researchers are developing
rules that would help reduce the number
of inconclusive test results. The “Senter

Rules” have proven to be one of the most
effective in the recent decades.
The purpose of this article is to try and
look into the genesis and practical relevance of Senter Rules for decision-making using different scoring systems for
event-specific diagnostic polygraphs with
two, three or four questions.
Two-stage decision rules (Senter Rules)
were first introduced and brought to
the attention of polygraph community
around 2002 at an American Polygraph
Association (APA) annual seminar by Stuart Senter. Later, an article was published
by Stuart Senter and Andrew Dollins titled
“New Decision Rule Development: Explo-
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ration of a Two-Stage Approach” (Senter
& Dollins, 2003). A two-stage rule is also
referred to in later articles by those researchers, where efforts were made to
improve upon it, and better understand
testing outcomes (Senter, 2003; Senter,
Dollins, & Krapohl, 2004; Senter & Dollins,
2004; Senter & Dollins, 2008a; 2008b).
Currently, scientific articles of US polygraph examiners use the following names
and abbreviations for the two-stage decision rules when scoring psychophysiological detection of deception (polygraph)
examinations – Senter Rules, Two-stage
(Senter) Rules, Two-stage Rules, TSR.
Stuart Senter is credited with developing
the concept of the rules, however later
the two-stage rules, initially introduced
by Senter, were researched into by others and tailored to make decisions when
applying different scoring systems (for
example, they became part of an updated Empirical Scoring System (ESS) and
the ESS multinomial or ESS-M) (Nelson,
2017b; Handler, 2018).
A Terminology Reference of 2012 (Krapohl
Handler & Sturm, 2012, p. 78) refers to
Senter Rules (two-stage rules) as a combination of two existing decision-making
models – total score and spot score. The
Senter Rules begin by basing a decision
on the total score for the case. If a decision would be inconclusive from the total score rule, the second stage is used
in which the spot scores are considered.
The net effect of the Senter Rules is to
decrease the proportion of inconclusive

results while not affecting the proportion
of correct decisions.
Initially, at least, Senter Rules (Senter &
Dollins, 2003) as a combination of two
existing decision-making models – 3T
(Grand total, total score) and 3S (Subtotal (Spot total), a sum of scores for a relevant question) used to score charts in
zone comparison tests. The researchers
explained that when using the first stage
(Grand total, total score) only the total
score values of -6 or lower (-7,…, -10,…)
are taken into account during decisionmaking process, which leads to SR/DI
decision (significant response, deception
indicated) and a value of +6 or greater
(+7,… + 10,…), which leads to the NSR/NDI
decision (no significant response, no deception indicated) . If, however, the score
is somewhere between these values (+6
˃ score ˃ -6), i.e. between -5 and +5 (including -5 and +5), then the second stage
is considered. If the grand total scores
do not result in a decision, the subtotal
scores are considered to determine if
there is a deceptive finding. There is no
attempt to resolve a test as truthful, using
the second stage.
Making decision using the second stage
is based on subtotal total score of each
relevant question, as well as the grand total score. If we have -3 or lower at any relevant question subtotal, SR/DI decision
is made.
However, if the grand total score is +6 or
greater, and subtotal for each of the three
relevant questions is + 1 or greater (auAPA Magazine 2020, 53 (1)
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thor’s note: the presence of both criteria
is required), then NSR/NDI decision is
made. Otherwise, the result is INC/NO.
Senter Rules use both models in two variations – 3T3S and 3S3T. The 3T3S model
uses 3T model during stage one, and if
the result is INC/NO, 3S model is invoked
during stage two. The 3S3T model uses
3S during stage one, and if the result is
INC/NO 3T model is invoked during stage
two.
Currently, the Senter Rules do not apply
at such thresholds. Grand total and subtotal decision thresholds depend on the
scoring model used.
The first publication by Stuart Senter
(2003) included research results that
used four models of test results evaluation – 3S, 3T, 3S3T, 3T3S. diagnostic polygraph technique with 3 relevant questions, three test charts were used during
those examinations.
The first publication by Stuart Senter
(2003) included research results that
used four models of test results evaluation – 3S, 3T, 3S3T, 3T3S. diagnostic polygraph technique with 3 relevant questions, three test charts were used during
those examinations.
Senter & Dollins published research findings based on 820 laboratory and 799
field tests scored by 23 experts who remained blind to the ground truth status
of each case. Cases were scored using
the federal 7-position numerical scoring
74
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system. The participants involved in the
study used two models of a two-stage approach and two models of a one-stage decision-making approach and the results
were compared.
They reported unweighted accuracy (correct decisions), the number of inconclusive results and errors. They concluded
by comparing not individual test results
across all models, but by collating onestage 3T and 3S models as one subset,
and the 3T3S and 3S3T models as another subset. So far, the use of 3T3S and
3S3T models (cumulatively) resulted in fewer inconclusive INC/NO results, namely by
11.5% (with 8.3% proven to be correct decisions, while 3.1% incorrect ones). Therefore, the number of correct decisions is by
8.3% greater than the equivalent number
received when using a one-stage decision
rule. Meanwhile, the number of incorrect
decisions increased by 3.1%, compared to
equivalent number received when using the
3T and 3S models separately. The structure
of the results was almost identical both in
laboratory and field studies.
They found that although the use of 3T3S
and 3S3T models resulted in greater number of incorrect decisions than 3T and 3S
models, the percentage of correct decisions
excluding inconclusive results (INC/NO) for
all models (decision accuracy and scoring
system are calculated excluding inconclusive results) was almost the same for the
3T and 3S models and averaged out 88.5%,
while for 3T3S and 3S3T models it was an
average of 86.5%. Therefore, the researchers deduced that the use of 3T3S and 3S3T
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models allows for almost the same accuracy rate as 3T and 3S models, while the number of inconclusive results (INC/NO) drops
significantly (Senter & Dollins, 2003).
Therefore, there has been a significant increase in accuracy rate, provided inconclusive results are not excluded from the
total number. When calculating accuracy
rate leaving out inconclusive results, the
accuracy of the test remains quite high,
although a little lower compared to that
of one-stage models. Meanwhile, significant reduction in the number of inconclusive results by 11.5% proved distinct
advantage of a two-stage approach for
practitioners.
Some examiners started their own research, testing the open phenomenon
and trying to introduce their own rules.
For example, James R. Wygant (Wygant,
2003) did research that looked into different scoring rules, some of which had never been used before. Those included both
Senter’s rules models. The author also
added his own modification of a decisionmaking rule.
Wygant considered the following thresholds and decision-making models when
scoring test results:

3. +/- 4 – same rule, lower values.
4. The full version of DoDPI is a rule
with grand total value of +/- 6, however there are special considerations.
There is an additional requirement –
in order to make an NDI decision all
three relevant questions should have
a positive score (greater than zero).
Another requirement for SR / DI decision is -3 or lower at any relevant
question, regardless of the grand total score.
5. Wygant. +/- 6 grand total or -3 at
any relevant question. This is a modified version of the Full Version of
DoDPI, which eliminates the requirement of a positive score for each
relevant question. Like the Full Version of DoDPI, this rule uses +/- 6
for grand total score to detect truth
/ deception, and at least one relevant
question should have -3 or lower, regardless of the grand total score.
6. Senter 3S3T.
7. Senter 3T3S.

1. +/- 6 – this rule establishes the
grand total, individual relevant questions scores are not taken into account (Utah technique rule).

8. +/- 6 grand total or -4 at any relevant question is another modification of the DoDPI rule. In this case,
+ / -6 is used during stage one, -4 or
lower at any relevant question during
stage two, then SR / DI decision is
made.

2. +/- 5 – same rule as above, but
with lower values.

9. +/- 4 grand total or -3 at any relevant question. In this case, +/- 4 is
APA Magazine 2020, 53 (1)
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used during stage one, -3 or lower at
any relevant question during stage
two, then SR/DI decision is made.
10. -6 / +4 are asymmetric thresholds. If grand total score is -6 or lower, SR/DI decision is made, if +4 or
greater, NSR/NDI decision is.
11. -6 / + 4 grand total or -3 at any
relevant question is a combination
of asymmetric thresholds. Stage one
– grand total of -6 / + 4. Stage two –
SR/DI decision is made if there is -3
or lower at any relevant question.
12. -7 / +5 are asymmetric thresholds
based on grand total score.
13. -5/+6 grand total or -4 at any
relevant question are asymmetric
thresholds, still SR/DI decision is
made if there is -4 or lower at any
relevant question.
Various decision-making rules were used
to score 200 cases. Two different examiners independently of each other scored
the same 100 tests. Error rate, scoring
speed, false-positive and false-negative
results obtained as a result of using 13
different decision-making rules were compared. Wygant deduced that when using
asymmetric thresholds such as -7/+5,
the number of accurate results increases,
compared to a more traditional +/-6 approach. His conclusions about the preferability of asymmetric decision-making
thresholds are important, however this
phenomenon was discovered much ear76
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lier by Cleve Backster, who noted the difference in response significance of truthful and deceptive examinees. In 2003 an
article was published by Donald Krapohl
et al. (Krapohl, Stern, & Bronkema, 2003)
about the matter under inquiry, where
the scientists concluded that techniques
with symmetric decision-making thresholds tend to gravitate towards accusative
result and the choice of such thresholds
deems erroneous.
Asymmetric decision-making thresholds,
though with different values, are used in
the following scoring systems: Evidentiary decision rules developed by Donald
Krapohl in 2005, which include decisionmaking thresholds (+4, -6), Empirical Scoring System TSR .10.05. (+2, -4)., and TSR
.05.05 (conservative) (+5; -4).
In 2008, Senter and Dollins published an
article on a two-stage approach (Senter &
Dollins, 2008b) to conclude the re-study
“Exploration of a Two-Stage Approach”.
The goal of this work was to try and increase
accuracy for a three-question diagnostic
polygraph format tests. During the research
the data of three laboratory and two field
studies (altogether 1420 charts) was evaluated to compare the accuracy of two-stage
models with those of one-stage models (3T
or 3S). The conclusion drawn by the authors
of the article confirms the results of the previous study with minor difference – the use
of 3T3S and 3S3T models resulted in 10.4%
reduction in the number of inconclusive results (INC/NO) (8.0% of which turned out
to be correct decisions and 2.4% incorrect
decisions), therefore there has been an in-
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crease in the number of correct decisions by
8,0% and by 2.4% in the number of incorrect
decisions, compared to 3T and 3S models.
It’s worth noting, that the re-study did
not fundamentally change the results of
the comparisons of accuracy of different
models, and although the use of two-stage
rules slightly increases the number of erroneous decisions, the conclusion has it
that the need to use a two-stage decisionmaking rule remains relevant, as the number of inconclusive results dropped significantly, 8.0% out of 10.4% were correct
decision. Meantime, the overall decision
accuracy (correctness), excluding inconclusive results, remained high.
In another article of 2008, “Optimal Decision Rules for Evaluating Psychophysiological Detection of Deception Data: An
Exploration” (Senter & Dollins, 2008a).
Senter and Dollins published the results
of their research identifying the most successful combinations for increasing decision accuracy of one-stage and two-stage
decision models correlated with the number of charts.
On the whole, the following models were
used:
3T – three charts (Grand total, total
score).
3S – three charts (Subtotal (Spot total), a sum of scores for a relevant
question).
5T – five charts (Grand total, total

score);
5S – five charts (Subtotal, Spot total), a
sum of scores for a relevant question);
3T5T – three and five charts (Grand total,
total score);
3S5S – three and five charts (Subtotal (Spot
total), a sum of scores for a relevant question);
3T5S – three or five charts (Grand total, total score) used in the first three charts, if the
result was INC / NO (inconclusive, no opinion), then (Subtotal (Spot total), a sum of
scores for a relevant question) was used for
all five charts;
3S5T – three or five charts, Subtotal (Spot
total), a sum of scores for a relevant question was used in the first three charts, if the
result was INC/NO (inconclusive result, no
opinion), then (Grand total) was used for all
five charts.
The authors noted that of the two rules,
the number of charts – three or five – (a
set of approximately 10 questions) has
a greater impact on the result. The second rule is about the choice of decisionmaking models. Following the research,
the scientists concluded that two-stage
models allow for more accurate decisions, compared to those of one-stage, as
it had been studied earlier. However, the
combination of a two-stage rule with running five charts during stage two (3T5S
and 3S5T models) can help increase accuracy (Senter & Dollins, 2008b, p. 162).
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Comparing the statistics of their studies,
the researchers noted that the 3T5S and
3S5T models allowed for a greater number
of accurate decisions (80.7% and 80.4% respectively) than the 3T3S and 3S3T models
(74.7% and 74.0% respectively), and approximately the same number of incorrect
decisions (8.3% and 9.6%, 7.5% and 8.1%,
respectively), as well as fewer inconclusive
results (11.0% and 10.0%, 17.8% and 17, 8%
respectively). Therefore, the three-to-five
chart rule increases the accuracy of decision-making by reducing the number of inconclusive results.
The study also concluded that the use of
3S, 5S and 3S5S models (Subtotal (Spot
total), a sum of scores for a relevant
question) is more effective in detecting
deception. Models 3T, 5T, 3T5T (Grand
total, total score) are more effective for
truthful examinees. The 3T5S and 3S5T
models are effective for both deceptive
and truthful examinees (Senter & Dollins,
2008a; 2008b, p. 149;). Scientists noted
that the recommended optimal decision
rules (3T5S and 3S5T) are equally effective for truthful and deceptive examinees
and are the most effective way to increase
the number of accurate results. However,
they also noted that all considered decision rules were very accurate (higher
than 86%) when INC/NO results were not
counted out. Therefore, the optimal decision rule may depend on the purpose of
the polygraph examination. And in some
cases, it is preferable to use a decision rule
that is more effective in detecting deceptive
or truthful people.
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Later, in 2011, an article by Nelson and
Krapohl (Nelson & Krapohl, 2011) was
published, which addressed ESS performance criteria when evaluated by experienced polygraph examiners in the context of comparing a 7-position scale using a three-question diagnostic polygraph
format. The study has it that evidentiary
decision rules were specially designed in
2006 to be used in evaluating test results
using 7-position scale (Krapohl, 2005;
Krapohl & Cushman, 2006). These rules
also include two stages of decision making.
Evidentiary decision rules also begin by
calculating the total score, and if it meets
or exceeds decision-making threshold, final decision of SR/DI or NSR/NDI is made.
Only when the grand total score leads to
inconclusive result (INC/NO) does the
second stage apply.
The second stage is based solely on a
subtotal scores at an individual relevant
question (in this particular case, a sum of
each of the three relevant format questions used in this study). If any score at
an individual relevant question equals to
or exceeds the threshold, the result will be
SR/DI, all other decisions will be INC/NO.
Evidentiary decision rules are as follows:
If the grand total is +4 or greater, an NSR/
NDI decision is made. If the grand total
is -6 or lower, SR/DI decision is made. If
the grand total is between +3 and -5 (including both values), the second stage
applies. In stage two, if the subtotal score
for at least one relevant question is -3 or
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lower, SR/DI decision is made. All other
decisions will be INC/NO.
Nelson & Krapohl (2011), in their study
along with evidentiary decision rules examined two possible thresholds for an
empirical scoring system (ESS): one with
alpha being .10 to detect truthfulness and
.05 to detect deception (TSR .10.05), and
the second, where alpha is .05 for both
deception and truthfulness (TSR .05.05).
Two-stage decision rules for Empirical Scoring System (ESS) of TSR .10.05
model: If in stage one the grand total is
+2 or greater, NSR/NDI decision is made.
If the grand total is -4 or lower, SR/DI decision is made. If it is -7 or lower at any
relevant question, then SR/DI decision is
made. All other cases will be INC/NO.
Two-stage decision-making rules for
Empirical scoring system (ESS) of TSR
.05 .05 model: If the grand total is +5 or
greater, NSR/NDI decision is made. If the
grand total is -4 or lower, SR/DI decision
is made. In stage two, if we have –7 or
lower at any relevant question, then SR /
DI decision is made. All other cases will
be INC/NO.
They report a Monte Carlo Accuracy Table for Empirical Scoring System (ESS)
(TSR.10.05 and TSR.05.05) and for the
evidentiary decision rules for 7-position
numerical scoring system offers the following figures: the overall decision accuracy for TSR.10.05 is 92.1%, for TSR 05.05
– 91.3%, for evidentiary decision rules –
87.2%. The total rate for inconclusive re-

sults (INC/NO) was 10.4%, 17.3% and 9.6%,
respectively. False-negative rate made 1%,
0.2% and 0.7% respectively, while false-positive rate came to 13.1%, 14.3% and 22.4%
respectively. Sensitivity to deception totted
up to 92.3%, 93.3% and 92.0% respectively,
specificity to truthfulness – 72.8%, 58.8%
and 65.7% respectively.
Earlier research showed high level of accuracy in ESS assessments, given experienced polygraph examiners were involved
(Krapohl, 2005; Krapohl & Cushman,
2006). The results of the recent study also
show a high level of validity criterion for
both Empirical Scoring System (ESS) and
the 7-position evidentiary models provided the involved polygraph examiners are
experienced (Nelson & Krapohl, 2011).
They also noted that the Empirical Scoring System (ESS) showed the highest
accuracy in the study, while the discrepancies were not statistically significant.
These results suggest that existing discrepancies may go unnoticed by experienced polygraph practitioners. The absence of any statistically significant difference in criterion accuracy leads to the
conclusion that the choice of the scoring
system model may ultimately be a matter of practice or administrative policy priorities. Meanwhile, the simplicity of ESS
models, unlike the more complex procedures and rules of the 7-position scale,
may offer some advantages in terms of
skill acquisition and skill retention (Nelson & Krapohl, 2011).
Later, Krapohl in his article “Polygraph
APA Magazine 2020, 53 (1)
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Principles: A Literature Review”, describes
the application procedure of this rule for
both the federal 7-position scoring system (two models) as well as Empirical
Scoring System (ESS), although the research hasn’t been done. Krapohl provided step-wise description of Senter Rule
application, mentioned above, and pointed that the decision thresholds would depend on the scoring system used by the
polygraph examiner and outlined the decision thresholds at both stages of these
scoring systems. In his article, Krapohl
referred to Senter’s approach as innovative, corroborating Senter’s (2003) observation that using more than one stage
in a decision-making process provides
greater accuracy (or maintains same level of accuracy) and reduces the number
of inconclusive results (INC/NO) by about
60% (Krapohl, 2013).
Nelson and others, in their study on the
use of Empirical Scoring System (ESS)
(Nelson et al., 2011) also recognized a
two-stage decision-making approach as
preferential. The researchers described
this rule as follows: two-stage rules function with the sequential use of Grand total
rules, followed by Spot Score Rules. It has
been emphasized that Subtotal scores,
calculated for an individual relevant question, are not permitted to supersede the
Grand Total score as decisions made
based on Grand total rule are often more
accurate.
Therefore, it can be assumed that for this
very reason, despite the possibility of using
different sequence of Grand total and Sub80
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total models in a two-stage rule developed
by Stuart Senter, the first decision-making
stage in ESS, always starts with calculating
Grand total score.
In this article, Raymond Nelson and Mark
Handler recommended a typical algorithm
for using a two-stage decision rule. It has
been emphasized that it is not necessary
to proceed to stage two if the grand total
score allows us to make a decision, unless we arrived at an inconclusive result
(INC/NO).
There are other important considerations
for using stage two, which are recommended but do not feature in all sources
– you shouldn’t make SR (DI) and NSR (NDI)
decision based on individual relevant question score within one test; one can never
make NSR (NDI) decision (no significant response, no deception indicated) in stage
two (Nelson et al., 2011; Nelson, 2018).
Nelson highlights the advantages of a
2-stage decision-making rule, i.e. suitability for majority of goals, increase in
sensitivity, reduction in the number of
inconclusive results (INC/NO), and the
combination of Grand total and Subtotal models, which provides a high level
of decision accuracy. In order to define
the decision thresholds for the Subtotal
(Spot total) stage (a sum of scores for a
relevant question), he recommended using Bonferroni corrected alpha for subtotal scores for SR/DI result (significant response, deception indicated) in diagnostic
tests, which is one of the most common
ways of eliminating the problem of mul-
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tiple comparisons (Nelson, 2015a; 2015b;
2015c, p.37). This is necessary to avoid
alpha-level inflation (Abdi, 2007) contributing to invalid diagnostic test results, since
the use of the second stage subtotal may
be the cause of erroneous decisions, as it
introduces multiplicity into the statistical
model, and the resulting probability of error is an aggregate or additional probability of error for all relevant questions. Bonferroni corrected alpha for spot scores
used together with the Empirical Scoring
System has been very well elaborated in
published reference tables alongwith detailed explanations. Reference tables are
used to match the scores with the p-value
and check the percentage of the expected
margin of error (Nelson, 2015b; Nelson &
Handler, 2015).
Recently, in 2017, Nelson introduced the
updated Empirical Scoring System – Multinomial (ESS-M). This scoring system
retained its accuracy, included a twostage decision rule, changed the decision
threshold for diagnostic tests to + 3 / -3
(for TSR.05.05) (in stage one, they are
identical for diagnostic tests with 2, 3 and
4 relevant questions) and included Bonferroni corrected alpha for spot scores
in stage two (calculated for test formats
with 2, 3, and 4 relevant questions) (Nelson, 2017a). ESS-M can be used with
or without a vasomotor sensor, unlike
the original ESS (Nelson & Rider, 2018).
Therefore, the decision threshold for diagnostic tests in stage one is Grand total
(total score) of +/- 3. If the result is INC/
NO (inconclusive result, no opinion), then
we proceed to stage two. SR/DI decision

(significant response, deception indicated)
in stage two (Subtotal (Spot total), a sum
of scores for a relevant question) is made
in cases where any relevant question
subtotal score is -7 or lower. Nelson and
Rider (2018) described the generalization
of these cutscores to all diagnostic polygraphs with two or three or four relevant
questions.
Nevertheless, polygraph examiners continue to search for optimal decision rules.
According to Nelson [personal communication, Feb, 13, 2020], studies on the ESSM used a modified TSR (ESS-TSR) that
would classify a test result as DI/SR if
any subtotal is -7 or less, regardless of the
grand total. Use of a statistical correction
makes this possible without loss of accuracy, and relieves discomforting concerns
among field examiners in the event that a
test may be classified as NDI/NSR where
a subtotal score appears to be a statistically corrected strong indicator of deception. This approach that may affect future
general rules ESS and ESS-M.
Concluding observations:
1. Two-stage rules (Senter Rules) remain relevant and are now part of the
decision rules of different scoring
systems, each with its own decision
thresholds.
2. All studies on Senter Rules confirm
the reduction of inconclusive results
(INC/NO) by an average of 10% give
or take, and a minor increase in the
number of false decisions does not
APA Magazine 2020, 53 (1)
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affect the recommendations for the
need to use a two-stage rule, since
the accuracy calculated counting out
inconclusive results, remains high.
3. Senter Rules require the use of
Grand total (total score) in stage one,
and in case of inconclusive result
(INC/NO) the Subtotal model is used
in stage two (a sum of scores for a
relevant question).
However, Senter provided for the
opportunity to use Subtotal model
in stage one, and in case the result
is INC/NO (inconclusive result, no
opinion) then Grand total applies.
Although in Senter’s studies the two
models provided for almost the same
accuracy, nonetheless the aforementioned scoring systems stipulate the
calculation of Grand total in stage
one, which cannot be replaced with
Subtotal, since the decisions based
on the total score always prove to be
more accurate.
4. Additional research was done by
Stuart Senter regarding two-stage
rules that translated into the following findings: the combination of twostage rules with a rule of running five
charts (3T5S and 3S5T models) can
result in significant increase in result
accuracy.
5. As for the algorithm for two-stage
rules, Grand total is calculated in the
first stage. We do not need to proceed to stage two if Grand total score
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allows us to make a decision, on the
contrary, if the result is inconclusive
(INC/NO), the second stage applies.
In stage two, a sum of scores for a
relevant question is considered. If
at any relevant question the sum of
scores is lower than the established
threshold, then SR/DI decision is
made, if it is not – INC/NO decision
follows. In stage two we shouldn’t
score individual relevant questions
as SR (DI) or NSR (NDI) within one
test, nor in stage two can NSR (NDI)
decision be made.
6. Stage two of Subtotal Bonferroni
corrected alpha for spot scores is
a requirement, since the use of this
stage introduces multiplicity into
statistical model, though it is part of
decision rules only in ESS and ESSM.
7. ESS-M (Empirical Scoring System
– Multinomial) includes a two-stage
decision rule and Bonferroni corrected alpha for spot scores in stage two
(calculated for alpha .05 to indicate
deception in test formats with 2 (-5),
3 (-7) and 4 (-9) relevant questions).
8. The polygraph examiners continue
to search optimal decision rules. Currently the Lafayette ESS-M software
makes use of a modified TSR (ESSTSR)b that will classify a test SR if
any subtotal is -7 or less, regardless
of the Grand Total. According to Nelson [personal communication, Feb
13, 2020] the ESS-TSR is as follows
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- Stage 1: evaluate both the grand
total and lowest subtotal for DI/SR
classification, and Stage 2: if not already classified as deceptive, then
evaluate the grand total for a NDI/

NSR classification. Where both the
grand total and subtotal score are
DI/SR the probabilistic calculations
should use the grand total score
whenever possible.
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